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First undergraduate Fulbright winner for SU
AmyBaranski

Managing Editor

ALBERT JAIMES
StaffReporter

stratesuperior academic
achievement.
The Fulbright program is funded by the
United States Congress
and by thehost country
at which the recipient

pushing themtowardsit
Earenfight said.
Earenfight, who ha
acted as West's mento

tant Professor Theresa

me after thinking about

knew West would be

good candidate for thi
Fulbright.
wishes to study.
"Charlottesingled he
West came across the self out, not everyone
Fulbright Scholarship ready. She was absolute
while in one of Assis- ready. She came back

Charlotte West, a senior History

and International Studies major,
madeSeattle Universityhistory this
year when she became SU's first
ever undergraduate winner of the
Fulbright Scholarship.
"Iam very flattered, the process

Earenfight's History
classes. Earenfight
: started teaching at SU
| when West entered as a
freshman. Coincidently,
Earenfight (a Fulbright
recipient herself) became the first advisorof
the Fulbright Scholarshipat SUand West be-

was very hard,but in theend it was

worth the struggle," West said.
Two other SU undergraduates
(Autumn Ray, aScience and Engineeringmajor, and SarahManchak,
a German and Psychology major)
werealso serious candidates forthe
scholarship this year.
Jay William Fulbright founded

I

the Fulbright Scholarship after
World War 11. Fulbright createdthe
scholarship in an effort to foster
cultural bridges between coun—
tries bridges he hoped wouldprevent future wars.
The Fulbright Scholarship has

and said she wanted tod
it," Earenfight recalled.
SeniorSarahManchak wasthe first runner
It was only after he upfor the FulbrightScholarship.
study abroad trip to the
Netherlandsduring her junior year in great detailher experiences,obat the University ofLeiden that she servations and concerns of studying in anothercountry.She focused
decidedto pursue the Fulbright.
"Imet otherstudents in the Neth- on the Scandinavian welfare state
erlands that were Fulbright win- and how she feels she can help
ners, and they told me to pursue it. improveit once shebegins herstudcame the first SU They convinced me that it was an ies in Sweden. More specifically,
amazingopportunity togrow,"West she hopesto examinethe effects of
Fulbright winner.
gender policy on European Uibor

"1 love the program said.

Senior Charlotte West can 't waittobeginher ; becauseit is an incredIt was a combination of West's market trends.
studies as a Fulbrightscholar.
j ible experience. I want proposalonherapplication,herfield
"At this point, Iunderstand the
think and synthesize theircumula- others to see it.Ifeel thebest way to experience and qualifications that basic theory andmodelsofthe varibeen awarded to individuals that tive knowledge as scholars, supporttlhe Fulbright programis by won her the Fulbright honor.
See Fulbright on page 5
have shown an ability to critically Fulbright recipients also demon- advising my students about it and
Onher applicationshe explained

Asian film series connects to campus
nese films. According to SU Art
History professor Robert Mintz,
there are many different cultures in
Asiathatmake goodfilms, butChineseand Japaneseare the twomost

ESHE MONTERIO
Staff Reporter

Seattle University's Fine Arts
department is hosting a fresh and prominent.
exciting film series for the next six

Monday nights.

Along with this, there are more

Chinese courses at Seattle Univer-

They hopeit willattract students sity so studentsmaybe able toconwhoareinterestedin learningabout nect Chinese films to what they are
something whichtheymay nothave learning now.
muchknowledge.
"Iam teachingaChinese Art class
The 2nd Annual Asian Film Se- this year so Idecided to feature
ries will showcase Mainland Chi- Chinese films," Mintz said, who

launched the series one yearago
of the featured film, information on
"Next year Iwill be teaching a the production of the film, a list of
Japanese Art class, so Iwill most actors, and a narrative of how the
likely feature Japanese films then." film was made.
Mintz explained that he started
After each film, Mintz will lead
doing thisseriesbecausehe thought an optionaldiscussion session.
that students would become interHe stated that he hopes this will
ested in studying Asia through en- spark an interest in filmmaking for
tertainmentand that it would give some.
The series will run on Monday,
them the opportunity to view and
possibly gain an interest in main- April 15, Monday,April 22, Tuesday, April 30, Monday, May 6, and
land Chinese culture.
At each session, ahandout willbe Monday May 13 at 7 p.m. in the
giventoattendees givinga synopsis Wyckoff Auditorium.

Seattle University addresses graduate housing needs
In addition to the housing, the
building willalso serveas the new
location of a 15,000 square-foot

the construction of such a
facility wasnecessaryafter
theyconducted twosurveys

bookstore (twiceits curSeattle University has decided to University
rent size), severalretail spaces,and
address graduate student housing
needsbybuilding anew apartment a 100-space parking garage.
Thegarage willbe open to theSU
complex on the cornerof Jamesand
as the Murphy apartcommunity,
Cherry streets.
ment
is now.
parkinggarage
"The facility will have 150 aparthope
the
structure
They
will be
ments,room forabout 200people,"
ready
for
rental
in Aubeginning
Jerry Pederson,associate VicePresigust
of
2004.
dent of Facilities Administration,
The University determined that
said.

of staff, facultyandstudents
to assess housing needs.
Theplans forthis project
are happening quickly because of the incentives behind it.

ALEXIS JUDAY-MARSHALL

Editor-in-Chief
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"This project,becauseof
the rents, pays for itself,"

SU President
speaks about
recent sex
scandals
TONI SUTTON
Staff Reporter
The eyes ofthe mediahave scrutinized the Catholic Church since
the most recent pedophilia allegationshavebeenmade against church

officials.
The eyes of SeattleUniversity's
community are now watching the
University leadersfor guidanceand
their responses to the sex scandal.
Last week Father Stephen
Sundborg, SJ sent out a campuswide memo with the official statement of the Archbishop of Seattle,
Alexander Brunett, which was distributed around Seattleparishes last
month.

Father Sundborg alsoincluded in
his e-mail an attached copy of the
SU sexual harassment policy for
faculty and staffand the sexual haThe MeskelEthiopian restaurant may he
demolishednextyear to make wayfor the
new graduatehousing.

rassment policy for students. He

urged the campus to reflect on the

Pederson said, "It's easier
current scandal.
for us to think about build"It's an important time to be a
ing buildingsthatfundthemselves." provedtheexploration of thisproject student at a Catholic University
"It's a self-financing project," and wehaveengagedan architect
when there is acrisis in theCatholic
DenisRansmeier, VicePresidentof GGLO hasbeen engagedto do the Church.Itallows us tounderstandit
Finance and Investments said, "so architecture of this project," in adifferent way then mostpeople.
the students don"thaveto payhigher Pederson explained.
Ihope students will take advantage
tuition."
join Archbishop
The demandfor such housinghas oftheopportunity.I
"The Board of Trustees has apSee Scandal on page
Housing page 4

—

See
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Editorial
Campus should show
reciprocal responsibility
What is social responsibility and what implications does this
concept bring to a small college newspaper?
With spring quarterand theinfamous senior syntheses wellunder-

way,students arebeingasked toexamine the worldaround themand
how it has affected them during their years at this fine Jesuit
institution.
Even those who are not seniors shouldbe thinkinghard about this
one.
Sure the reporters andeditors at The Spectatorhave a responsibility to inform the community, uncover injustices, andexamine stories
whichraise important issues andoften alarming implications forour
university.
Butif TheSpectator isalready doing its job, and the peopleremain
silent, then the community has fallen flat in the face of social
responsibility.
And to do soat an institution,which prides itselfas a champion of
its fellow humans and to service done on their behalf, isan absolute
embarrassment.
Every once inawhile TheSpectator receives aLetter to theEditor.
Sometimes itisbecause we havemade amistake, and for that weare
truly sorry.
Butmore oftenitis to complain andbelittle thecoverage on which
a staffof intelligent, hard-working fellow students has spent countlesshours working on.
Toooften no solutionsare presentedas to how TheSpectator could
improve. But that is to no fault of The Spectator, which has on
innumerable occasions offered itself as a student resource and
begged for suggestions fromits readers.
Complaints and suggestions are more than welcome. Itis through
this valued discourse that change can be elicited.
But most often the community's complaints nevereven reach the
pages of our paper because noone bothers to send themin. Rather,
they are content to sit and complain to those around them and notdo
much else.
WhiJe TheSpectator maynot always achieve the socially responsible goals it sets for itself, the victory is in the attempt.
Those who write Letters to the Editor andare invited to expand
their ideas on the pages of The Spectator often refuse, saying they
have no time.
Is this the legacy that Seattle University students wish to leave
future generations? A legacy which shows that its students did
nothing for their fellow human beings because that was the easiest
thing to do?
Don'tleave this school without abackbone or a heart.
Find something you care about, something that makes you mad,
something that needs to be changed.Andthen dosomething aboutit.

After dealing with that pesky Microsoft, the

sets its

sights upon Lord

Seattle faces the music
just as much.The reporters simply
regurgitate information and opinions that have been circulating the
city ofSeattle likesmogforthe past
decade.
So how did the TDOcome into
existence anyway?
In 1985, an all ages dance club

amityEgge

Spectator Columnist
I
am tired of hearing about the
never-ending battle over Seattle's

Teen Dance Ordinance.
Does anybodyreally care about
the future of the TDO? If you are
not a teen, a promoter,or owner of
a venue than the stupid
psychobabble of whether the reThe Spectator Editorial Board consists of Alexis Juday- strictions imposedby the TDOare
Marshall,Amy Baranski and Jamila Johnson. Signedcom- constitutionally justified means
mentaries REFLECT THE OPINIONSOF THE AUTHORS AND NOT NEC- nothing.
Mayor Nickels has represented
ESSARILY those of The Spectator,Seattle University or its
the City of Seattle in court defendSTUDENT BODY.
ing a suit filed against the city by
JAMPAC (Joint Arts and Musical
Promotions Political Action Committee)—the future of the TDO is
up in the air.
S BATTLE ♥— UNIVERSITY
Personally,Iwishthat JAMPAC
KEEPING WATCH SINCE 1933
and the City of Seattle would just
shut up and get something done.
AlexisJuday-Marshall,Editor-in- Alyssa Berg,Staff Photographer
Seattle almostresolved the issue
SethCooper,EditorialArtist
Chief
in
2000 when the City Council
Amy Baranski,Managing Editor
Jeff Ra,EditorialArtist
amore lenient ordinance.
passed
Luisa Cuellar,LeadStory Editor
JustinRibeiro, On-LineEditor
Mayor Paul Schell vetoed the
NicoleRetana,NewsEditor
AliHiggs,Business Manager
updated version, which was when
Waylen Leopoldino,Advertising
Jamila Johnson,Opinion Editor
JAMPAC filed their suit.
Manager
SaraBader,Features Editor
Ironically Nickels has voiced his
Reid,
Guillen,
Scan
A&EEditor
Tomas
Advisor
support
of anew TDO, but refuses
Austin Burton,Sports Editor
Carl Bergquist,Staff writer
to
settle
the suit.
Cheryl Farrish, Staff writer
Vilija Simaitis,Copy Editor
of my knowledge about the
Most
Bridget O'Connell,Copy Editor
writer
Boyle,
John
Staff
TDO has come from a quick flash
Melissa Sweat,Staff writer
JeremyEdwards, Photo Editor
on the evening news,or a superficial article about the complaints
The Spectator is the official student newspaper of Seattle
University. Itis published every Thursday, except during
muttered by venues and promoters
holidays andexamination periods, for a total of 28issues during over unjust restrictions the TDO
imposes upon catering to the youth
the 2001-2002 academic year.
of Seattle.
In fact, the media's poor coverPOSTMASTER:Send address changes to: The Spectator,Seattle
Seattle,
WA 98122. U.S.P.S. No.2783 ageof the TDObattle pisses me off
University,900 Broadway,

—

government's anti-trust division

Bubblewrap's monopolyon the movingindustry.

been battling with the City over the
unfairrestrictions thatthelaw places
upon Seattle's youth.
A few of the controversial restrictions are:
-There must be at least eight security guards, twoof whichmust be
off duty police officers.

called The Monastery was shut

-The business must buy expen-

down after Seattle Police Officers
and the Seattle city government
found drug use and prostitution
within its walls.
According to numerous sources,
theTDO was specifically created to
shut down The Monastery, which
wasrun by alocal church as a nonprofit dance club.
Ironically, the TDOdoes not apply to nonprofit organizations.
The restrictions outlined in the
TDO were numerous and contradictory,probably toensure that another Monastery never rose again
as anavenuefor youthdelinquency
in Seattle. Opponents of the TDO
have argued that The Monastery
was one isolateddance club.
Let's face the real issue here.
Teens will always find a place to
dance, or to simply experience live
localmusic.
Inarecentarticle in TheStranger,
the reader wasbrought to thebasement of a house in West Seattle
where local teens go to experience

sive insurance to receive a license
to provide all ages fun.
-The business may only cater to
teens between the ages of 15-20,
unlessan adultcomesas aguardian.
These restrictions have at times
practically killed the allagesaction
in Seattle.
This ongoingissuein the politics
of Seattle's socially responsible attitude is starting to remind me of
Seattle's inability tofind a solution
to congestion on the roads.
Is the city afraid that allowing
underage teens to mix and mingle
with adults at concerts will add to
this gridlock?
Because that is what the TDO
really comes down to. Teenagers
and adults should not be able to
dance to thesamemusic at the same
time.

Why doesn't Seattle just growup
and face the music?
How ironic thatacity whosebeen
recognized for its thriving local
music scene, whohas givenrise to
groups like Nirvana,Peal Jam, and
the localpunk scene.
House parties are the easiest ille- Modest Mouse,plays theroleof the
gal waystogetaround thelackofall socially responsible parent,largely
limitingyouth access to its music.
ages availability.
,
lam
1
To me the TDO is a hoax. It
Now that
over 2 and can
legally walk intoany bar,buy beer exists in the gray area of overly
and perhaps listen to some local broad language and unnecessary
musicians trying to make a name restrictions to keep Seattle's youth
really do not care off the streets of Seattle at night.
for themselves, I
Jim Brunnerof the SeattleTimes
where teens go to have fun.
Sometimes Ido wishthatI
could said(Nickelsbacks teen-dancelaw:
be joinedby an underage friend,or move follows challenge in federal
Iwouldlike to take my 16-year-old court), "[Lasnik] would not issue
sister out to hear some real music, an immediaterulingandaskedboth
not any of that over commercial- sides to addressa simplequestion :
ized Britney Spears junk,but some 'is this conflict reallynecessary?'"
real live jazz,punk, or reggae.
Contact Amity at
For the past decade and a half
eggea@seattleu.edu
music promoters and venues have
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Physical sciences need more emphasis

Jon Niegowski
Spectator Columnist

It seems to me that the physical
science and engineeringprograms
shouldbeonequalgrounds with the
liberalsciences at Seattle Univer-

sity. The Jesuit mission is to teach
the entire person, but the physical
sciences are hardly taught or emphasized outside those majors that
directly involve them.
The CORE curriculum consists
of taking multipleEnglish, history,
philosophy, andreligion classes,but
yet

only requires one science and

onemath class. Shouldn't it at least
be required to take a class in biology, chemistry,and physics if it is

required to take classesin four different liberal arts departments?
Ienjoyed my liberal classes and
amglad.they arerequired, but Ialso
enjoy the sciences and Iwish they
were also required. How much of
thenaturalworldcantruly be learned
in one science class? Does this
seem like teaching the whole person? As a science major Ifeel like
myeducationhas beenrounded out

but if Iwas a part of the college of
Artsand Sciences,Ithink Iwould
feel a littlecheated out of parts of
my education.
One way to fix this wouldbe to
change the core classes. If each
school had separate cores, which
focused on subjects not covered in
their majors, Ibelieve that each
student would leave here with a
better education.
For example, the School of Science and Engineering core would
add a business classbut the School
of Arts and Sciences would perhaps eliminate one history,one philosophy, and one social science
from their core.This wouldenable
them to add three more science
classes ora general business class.

since 1978 and spends his time re- falls on the shoulders of the School rare is it when The Spectator ansearching ineither Tucson Arizona ofScienceand Engineeringbecause nouncesan upcoming talk.
or Rome (depending on wherehis they didnot advertise the talk very
Even if non-science related stusuperiorshappennot tobe). His talk well.
dents don't come they will at least
on Wednesday centered on the posBut some blame also falls on know that the other building on
sibility of planets inother solar sys- The Spectator because when the campus brings in people to talk.
tems supporting life. Mind you,not School ofScience and Engineering
whether there was life onother plan- brings in speakers they are rarely
Contact Jon at
ets but whether there planets out coveredin the paper and evenmore
niegowsj@seattleu.edu
there thathave thesamemakeup
as Earth and thus could support
life.
He went on to discuss this by
way of statistics and through
more empirical methods. Sta-

tistically speaking, even using
the most conservative estimates
there shouldbe other planetsout
there that can supportlife.
Empirically astronomershave
Liberal arts majors get enough lib- seen planets and have also seen
eral studies from their majors that new stars, which occurs when
they would still leave here with an planets are born and can see
excellent educationin that areabut traces of planets with the same
would now have a more scientific makeup as earth.
background.
Being an Engineering and
I
know it wouldbe a monumental Physics majorIfound the talk to
task to change the core, but some- be fascinatingbut wishthatmore
thing should be done to round out non-sciencestudents had come.
the education at SU.One lessradi- His talk dealt with matters that
cal methodwouldbe toinvite more areimportant notonly to physispeakers,like FatherGeorgeCoyne, cists but also to philosophers
SJ, insteadof morepoets. We get andtheologians.Iwishthat more
enough poetry from our English people in thosefieldscouldhave
classes but not enoughsciencefrom come tosee how theother halfof
our onelone science class.
academialooks at the worldand
Father Coyne hasbeen the direc- its beginnings. Partof theblame
tor of the Vatican Conservatory for other students not attending

Legalize hookers, drugs

AUSIN BURTON
Sports Editor
You think of some odd things in
the shower. After watching a rerun
ofThePractice recently,I
endedup
developing an entire argument for
why prostitution and drug usage
should be legal.
Now be clear on one thing, becauseIknow my grandma is going
to read this column: this has absolutely nothing to do with my personal life.
Seriously. Anyone who knows
me knows I'm Mr. Clean when it
comes

to

drugs, and that Ilook

downonprostitutes like you would
a dirty dog. But this isn't about
morals:It's about politics and the

law.

—
—
money has only

The act of prostitution having

sex for

been

deemed illegal for two reasons:
money and religion. The government wants to collect taxes, and

had casual sex all the time. Orgies bution.Recentstudies showthat
wereas commonas frat parties,and drug offenders make up 55 perhomosexuality was rampant. The cent of the U.S. prison populaBible was the driving force that tion.Legalizingdrugs wouldsegave casual sex abad name, and if riously decongest the court and
I'm not mistaken, we're not sup- prison systems.
posed to mix thelaw and religion.I Sure, drugs are bad for you.
understand that the Biblealso says We all know this. But so are
killing and stealing are wrong, but cigarettes and alcohol, and
everyone already knew that.
they're both legal. The governAndin contrast to murderor rob- ment should make up its mind
bery, prostitution is a victimless about this. Either all harmful
crime. Prostitutes use their bodies substances should be legalized
to bring pleasure for their clients, ornoneof them should.I'd say
and sometimes to themselves. Isn't they should all belegalized.
that moreadmirablethanboxers or
Some people believelegalizplayers
using
ingdrugs
football
their bodies
wouldgreatly increase
druguse,especiallyamongkids.
to inflict pain?
The only time you can legally Idisagree.Kids don't stay clear
have sex for moneyis ifyou'rein a ofdrugsbecauseofthelaw.They
pom movie.
don' t dodrugs because theysimSo are wesayingthat it's okay to ply don't want to. The number
have sex for money as long as it's of those abstaining strictly for
on camera? Sure, prostitution is legal reasonsis so small it's not
nasty, but we're not supposed to even worth mentioning.
make laws based on what is nasty
As with prostitution, drug
or immoral.
crimesare victimless. Users are
And whoknows,legalizingpros- only harming themselves, and
titution might even cut down on dealers aren't selling anything
rapestatistics. Ifthepeople who are that users aren't willfully buydying forsex weren t worriedabout ing.
entrapmentby an undercover cop,
Again, I'm not saying either
they wouldbe morelikely to buy a prostitution or drugs are good. I
prostituteinsteadof walkingaround hate them both. But Ialsohate
all wired up and horny. And the AfroMan, and no one is arrestchances are probably smaller thata ing him fordoing what he does.
prostitute will get raped, because The fact is, crimes should have
theyalready know why they'reget- victims.Murder,robbery,arson,
tingpicked up. If they didn't want assault, fraud
all have victo havesex they wouldn t get in the tims.It is time to reconsider the
't'

therefore only wantscitizens tohave
jobs that can be taxed. Since it's
nearlyimpossible to tax a ho,prostitution is illegal.
Religion also plays a part. The
idea that casual sex is wrong is car.
laws.
derived mostly from the Bible.BeProsecuting prostitution or soContact Austin at
fore the good book was written, licitation is just as dumb as prosburtona 1(Sjseattleu.edu
peoplein ancientGreeceand Rome ecutingdrug possession and distri't'

...

Letters to

the Editor. ..

I
take huge offence at this newspaper.Iwas willing to basically ignore
it,but this week's paper just went too far.
First off: Why on earthcan you not make any commentabout the
world around you? Seattle University and sports do not and should
not take up that muchof your attention. Why was thereno article
about President Bush's speechaddressing the Middle East? What
about the recentINS abductions of resident aliens and subsequent
deportations without justified cause? Why not take a stand on
anything? There are major issues going on all the time. However, all
the Spectator can do is report sport statistics and stories, which
incidentally took up 25%of last week's paper.
Secondly, when some writer does have an opinion, they choose to
write sophomoric topics. Why wasover half of this newspaper
dedicated to one woman rantingabout cell phone users in the
computer labs? A letter to the Editor is not a place to present
dissatisfaction with enforcement of computer lab policy. Try talking
to the computer lab workers,proctors, whatever. Additionally, the
writer makes overgeneralizationslike "evil cell-phone users". Though
Ican somewhat sympathize with the frustration because these phones
can be rudely used,Ihappen to ownand use a cell phone.Iam NOT
EVILbecause Iuse a cell phone. I
(andevery othercell phone user,
I'm sure) take offence to the entire article and the fact that this was
not addressed by the editor before it was published.
Finally,the political cartoons publishedby this newspaper are inane
and downright rude.The latesteditionofthisnewspaper featureda
cartoon that wasa rip-off ofthe Visacardcommercial (which I'm
sure you did nothave permission to use) that showed a student telling
off a teacher and calling it "priceless". Thisis ultimately rude and

inconsiderate to everyprofessor and faculty at Seattle University,
including your own faculty advisor.How dare you condone disrespect
towards individuals who havededicated their lives to study and
teaching? I'm not saying thatI
have loved oreven liked every
professor Ihavetaken classes from at Seattle University. However,
they have all my respect for dealing withall the crap that comes from
students like you.Quite frankly, if you don'tlikeit here, leave.There
is nothing bindingyou to this school. Theeditor and every writer of
the Spectator should write a sincere apology to all the professors at
this fine institution.
In the end, the Spectator is complete bulls**t I
haveno idea what
kind ofeditor would allow a newspaper to fall into such disarray. I
don't know whatkindof newspaper you want to run, but thishas
become auselessresource for students.Some fault lies with the
writersand cartoonists,but ultimate blame rests squarely on the
shoulders of an ineffectual editor.
Samara Mohamed
senior, Biology and Chemistry^
Dear Editorial Board:
Your April 4, 2002 editorial calls to question Seattle University's
commitment to improving wage and salary levels for its employees.
Having been involvedin the development of the university's budgets
and wageplans for many years, Iwould like to shed some light on the
issue by providing the long-term perspective.
Over the last decade, staff wageshave beenincreased steadily and
morequickly than any other single element in the university's budget.
Between 1992 and 2002 wages for a given staff position have increased
on average 71 percent (31 percent after inflation).
Next year'sbudget will provide new funding in several areas. Of
those,employee wages represent the singlelargest increase bothas a
percent and inactual dollars. This fact,combined with the university's
decade-long track record, should reassure your readers that Seattle
University's commitment to fair and equitable compensation for its
employeesis as strongas ever.
Sincerely,
Denis Ransmeier
VicePresident for Finance and Investments
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SECURITY REPORT
Austin Burton
Sports Editor

It's not crime. It's art.

Monday, 4-8-02
Campus Public Safety took a
call from a Seattle University
painter concerning malicious mischief. According to the painter,
someone got into the painting supplies at the Connolly Center and
splashed paint around the men's
locker room.No suspectshavebeen
identified.

Beware the dangersofDuckDuck-Goose
Monday,4-8-02
At 10:45 p.m., a campus community memberfell andhurtthem-

selves while "playing a game" in
the Quad. The person was treated
for minor scrapes on their hands
and legs.
Move that damncar!

—

—

and youguessedit the
wallet wasmissing. When
thevictimcalled tocancel
hercreditcard,shelearned
someonehadusedittwice
at a local drug store.

Tuesday,4-9-02
That's just plain gross
While standing on the loading
Wednesday, 4-10-02
dock at Bellarmine Hall, a conAt 6:45 a.m., an RA in Bellarmtracted employee said someone
threw ordropped a glass object on ineHallfoundfeces and toilet paper
his carroof.Thecarsustained some stuck toabathroom mirrorand ina
scratches.
shower stal1 Themess wascleaned
up.
Iwouldn't exactly call it
"theft"
Youdon't steal someone's bus

.

rooms)in theLemieux Library left
for a few minutes and returned to

findher bag missing.
Thebag contained a buspass, the
victim's ID,adayplanner,andother
items.

health issues.
The Seattle Police Department
wascontacted and the person was
taken to a nearby hospital.
No,I
donot havea mealcard

Sunday, 4-14-02
Another suspicious person was
reported in Bellarmine Hall, this
passes
Saturday, 4-13-02
time in the Columbia Street Cafe".
Tuesday, 4-9-02
A "suspicious person" was re- The person was beinguncooperaWednesday, 4-10-02
ported to be in Bellarmine Hall. tive with CPS, so the police were
After leaving her wallet in the
LoyolaBuilding,
bathroom at the
a
A student who was using a study CPS confronted the person, who called and theperson was escorted
woman returned one hour later carrel (those really small study they believed was having mental off campus.

One salami awayfrom a sub
sandwich

Interloan compensates for library's lack of funds
Cyrus Heffernan

interior lends itself to the percepLarger facilities such as the UniThebook acquisitionbudgetreption that its contents are out ofdate. versityof Washington library, which resents an expenditure of $171.08
Sandra Brandt, reference desk li- havematerialsonthe shelf,may not per full time equivalent (FTE) stuIf you remember the '60s, you brarian, agrees that it has a feeling be able to provide the book(s) be- dent. This compares with $ 243.72
weren' t there. For those thateither of beingoldand outdated.
cause a student already has them. per FTE at Pacific Lutheran Unidon't rememberor weren't there,
"Frequently,people don't check
"Possibly an SU student," she versity(PLU) and $ 368.68 perFTE
at the University of Puget Sound
the Lemieux Library serves as a our collection and its possibly due said.
reminder of the time.
to the appearance," she said.
Brandt recalls a couple of occa- (UPS).
Richard Guaty, a senior Public
Popkois concernedthatprograms
Brandt has been an academicli- sions where she has assisted UW
Relations major, says the library brarian since 1980andhas worked students with theology research.
willsuffer because ofthelow dollar
feels like amuseum.
at the library's reference desk for
John Popko has been SU's Uni- allocations and that the school may
past
place
eight
versity
"The
is a frozen micro- the
Librariansincethe summer not be competitive. He says the
years.
cosm ofthe '60s," theNew Jersey
Shesays thattheirreferencedata- of 1994, coming from the Univer- Provost is very sympathetic to the

StaffReporter

native said.
Guaty studies at the library at
leastthree days a weekand is there
somewhat by default because he
doesn't have internet access at his
apartmentoff campus.He findsthe
southwestcorner of the third floor
preferable because the chairs are
comfortable and there is a lot of
natural light.
Guaty faces north when he does

hishomework there, however.
'Thepicture of that blue-haired
oldgasbagon the south wallis just
plain scary, man," he says. "I had
nightmares."

Thelookand feel to thebuilding's

baseof materials is as modern and
up todate as any other major facil-

ity.
Through the Inter-Library Loan
Service, thereference desk can obtain materials for students from libraries all over the US.
"If it exists, we can pretty much
connect people with the material if
they allow enough time," Brandt
said.
Sandra says the biggestproblem
is students who wait several weeks
into the quarter before they begin
their research projects, which can
affect the library's ability to get
materials.

sity ofMissouri wherehehad spent
the previous 15 years.
Net of salaries, the 2002 library
budget^ is the same as last year,
$951,918. Of that sum, $851,000 is
dedicatedto the buyingorlicensing
of books.
Of the remaining $100,918,
$60,000goestowardsoftware maintenance,computer access fees, and
other technology relatedexpenses.
Next year'scapital budget for fixtures and equipment is $15,000.
"That's not very much when you

The library renovation will be
competing for dollars in the next
major fund raising effort with a
proposed upgrade to the Connolly
Center and construction of a performing arts center.
"If the library winsthe 'competition,' completion is still five years
away,"Popko said.
Pre-major Brynn Cavender is a
winterquarter 2002 freshman transferstudentfromGreenRiverCommunityCollegeonanROTC schol-

situation, but "the dollars simply

arship. She livesin Xavierandlikes
books.
Brynn waslooking for short stoHehas proposed a ten-yearprogram in which the budget will be ries by PulitzerPrize winningauincreased by $25. per FTE every thors for an English assignment.
otheryear for additionalbooksand She was not hopeful because her
materials soas to become competi- dormmates told her the library
tive with PLU and UPS. Where doesn'thave anything current.
thosedollarswillcome fromhas yet
When it was suggested that she
to be identified.
ask thereference desk, 20-year vetThe long discussed renovationis eran JillMoerk was able to locate
underway. $50,000 hasbeen spent what Brynn was looking for and
to conduct a needs assessment, a orderedit through the Interlibrary
spaceplan and initial architectural Loan.
consider that it cost $150,000 to drawings. The finalreport, includ'This is pretty cool," Cavender
repaint and carpet the third floor," ing cost, is expected by mid-sum- said.
Popko said.
mer 2002.
are not there."

Housing: new complex will accommodate graduate and law students
From front page
been increased by the opening of
the law school as well as increased
numbers of graduate students.

TheUniversity decided that they
would address graduate housing
needs in hopes that doing so would
alsoalleviatesome of the undergrad
housing issues.
"We can't afford to tear down
the [residence] halls," Pederson
said,"the demandfor undergraduate housing,webelieve willbe met
by the three residence halls and
Murphy apartments. ."
Accordingto Pederson,after the
graduatehousingis completed,law
students will be strongly encouraged torent the graduatehousing."
Theempty spaces in theMurphys
willthenbe filled by undergrads as
will theempty space leftbehind in
Campion after the current tenants
such as the ELS program vacate

.

the dorm for their new homesinthe
new Student Center. As for who
will be able to rent the graduate
apartments,in termsof married students or students with children,that
has not yet been determined.
"Given the fact that we' are a
JesuitCatholic university,theremay
be somelittleissues that willnot be
seen the same byall people,Ithink
that'sclear. ."Pedersonexplained.
"Weknow whatsomeof theissues
arebut wehaven'taddressedit with
the President's office or the
executive team of the University."
The apartments willbe most like
the Rianna complex on 12th
Avenue.
"It will be an investment
controlled by the University,"
Pederson explained.
The apartments will not be operated by theSeattle Universityhousing department, but will be managed by personnel that theUniver-

.

sity hires.The Seattle University
bookstore willalso be able to cater
toa largerconsumerbase, as its new
location makes it more accessible
to the public.

"Our focus will always be the
students,"Robert Spencer,manager
of thebookstore, said,"[but it will]
open up a market that hasn't been

there for us."

Funding for the project is
expected tocome fromthe issuance
of a $22.2 milliontax-exemptbond
from the Washington Higher
EducationFacilities Authority,the
same organization that helped to
finance the construction of the

Murphy apartments.Thebondcreates apositive environment for the
funding of the construction.
"We're able to borrow at very
low rates," Ransmeier said.
The space is currently occupied
by a storage facility, an empty
parking lotand the MeskelEthiopian

restaurant; thisofcourseraisessome

concerns for the current tenants.
Pederson says he is aware that
this is adifficult situation
Current tenants are on a monthto-month rental agreement
"We*rereal concernedaboutthe
Ethiopian restaurant because it'sa
fragile business," Pederson said
Heexplained thatthe owner has
never been misled by the University.
"This is only a temporary
arrangement...it's not easy for a
small business to find a suitable
location somewhere near his primaryconstituency."
They are exploring solutionsfor
the situation.
"We have offered to give him
thebuilding it'sa portable building," Pederson said.
Additional problems will be
findingasuitablelocationand finding a way to cover the costs of
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relocation.
"So if anybody reads the article
and says, 'I've got an idea...we'd
love to hear about it," Pederson
said.
Construction is scheduled to begin inJune of 2003.
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Scandal: Father Sundborg talks to Seattle University
From front page

The second question is particubishops within the Catholic
..This
larly
Church.
isan
instance
that
I
forCatholic students: What is
A second...responsibility is that
the
are
the
people
going
think
Catholic
Church?
SU needs to be able toassure...that
Ithink that there is too strong of
thisis aplace where peoplecanrely to have to [examine] that requirement
and
to
whether
that the Catholic
really
see
that
identification
relationships
upon the trust of their
bishops
works
for
the
Church
and
whether
Churchisthe
andthepriests.
professors,
with their
administraThe Catholic Church is essentially
tors, or me as president, or with that really works for the priests.
...That's not something that the the peopleof God;wearethe Cathocoaches, or directors ofa program,
moderators,R As,orotherstudents. American bishops and the Church lic Church.
...A personhas to holdher or his
...They must be able to count and can decide on its own. That's a
trust the integrity of that relation- matter of the universal Church and religious commitments as a Cathoship, and that it's not misused...l therefore that'ssomething thattakes lic,andin other ways. The question
ask this to be an opportunity for us a significant amount oftime andthe that's askedis: What does it really
to review...our own sexual harass- voices of the wholeChurch [to an- meanfor metobea Catholic? Where
is my commitment? What's my rement policy that touches on sexual swer].
Ithink sponsibility to it? How can Ishape
there will it to be what Iknow it should be?
tions.
some
be
We all must learn to identity first
According to the
of
all with those who have been
people
only
people
Archdiocese,
be able to have faith in
Seattle
will
who
will
abusedand
victimized...That's not
Cornelius's follows
they
say
they
something
just naturally haphow
the
is
if
assured
that
there
is
that
another allegation
will
not
to
everyone.
pens
madelastfall.Thefirst
genuineaccountability.
be able to
Themore apersonis in a position
case involved a Clark
authority,in regard to an organiarehave
of
County lawsuit that
SUNDBORG,
UNIVERSITY PRESIDENT FATHER STEPHEN
zation,
s t ored
the more the tendency is to
accusedPierce County
credibil- try toprotectthatorganizationrather
priest Barry Ashwell
than first...thinkabout theindividuof sexuallymolesting analtar boy, What do you feel is the matters in regards to faculty and ity until that's clearly examined.
als whoare hurt.
alsoin the 19705.Inthe mid-1990s responsibility of an academic students.
What kinds of questions do you
...In this case there are a lot of
he was accused again of molesta- institution in the face of this
recommend
students
reflect
on accusations and allegations that
tion. Ashwell is now on adminis- sexual scandal?
HOW DOES A DIVERSE CATHOLIC
regarding this issue?
have [been] brought forward.
trative leave while the ArchdioS: This is a major event. It's a COMMUNITY CONTINUETOHAYEFAITH
They
reflect
on
S:
should
theethiSome of them are true (maybe
cese investigates the latest allega- crisis within the CatholicChurch of IN AN INSTITUTION THAT HAS BEEN
carrying
cal
issues
of
out
most
profesof themare true) but some of
tions.
theUS and a shakingof theCatholic AND CONTINUES TO BE RUN BY A
responsibilities,
sional
them
How do we...give our
proper
occurred,
to this SELECTAND HOMOGENOUSGROUPOF
Last month Rev. Anthony Church thathas not
— in termsoftheir effortsaretonot.
boundaries
issues
those
whohavebeenhurt
O'Connell, a Roman Catholic degree,in our lifetimes.
PEOPLE?
they're
a
not necessarily
relationships
whether
and
at
the
sametime
bishop, admitted to molesting a
people
only
...There's no other forum within
S:TheCatholic
will
the Catholic Church that has the be able to have faith in how the teacher, doctor, manager in a falselyjudgea personagainst whom
teenager25 yearsago.He hassince
allegations have been made?
submitted his resignation to the resources that SUdoes tobe able to Church is run if they are assured company,nurse.
accountability,
an
about
thatthereis
genuine
Vatican.
have educational forum
>
(
SEATTLE UNIVERSITY
With these sex scandals out in these matters. We have professors a transparency and opennessabout
the open.Father Sundborgdecided in law, psychology,nursing, social the governance of the Catholic
work, theologyandmany different Church.
to engagein an interview with The
Discussions on this topic will be

Yet there is a criticism that is
Brunette inasking wenotjudgethe appropriate without simply conaccused until the allegations have demningpriestsorlumping together
been proved. Ihope our main allpriests when there are only afew
concern is for any youngerpersons who have abused (sexually) chilwho have been hurt," Father dren and minors
...I've had dozens of responses
Sundborgsaidina recentinterview.
sent
Thelocalmediaattention started frompeople to thememo thatI
withacomplaint filedlast weekby out most of which [are] grateful
a Chicago man, lodgedagainst the to the simple fact that as president
Archdioceseof Seattle,saying that [who is] representing the UniverRev. John Cornelius had sexually sity [Ihave]saidsomething...!think
molested him in the 19705. Three people feel that they're included
other men whocontactedthe Arch- now rather than excluded from the
diocese late last week have also
made similar allega-

—

The Catholic
Church run

are

SJ

—

Spectator in order to facilitate a

how

areas thatcancontribute to this [dis...It is an opportunitytoseriously
cussion].
askthe question: are there avariety
A major question that Ihave is of ways in which a wider group of
what's the source of information people can be included in the decithat the students have about this sion-making processes of the

Sundborg: ...Thisis obviously a
sensitive matterabout which people
have a whole variety of reactions
and feelings. [Thoseresponses]either directly touch upon sexual
abuse by clergy or they touch upon
governanceissues within theCatholic Church.
...The difficulty, because it's so
sensitive an issue, is to attempt to
respond in a way that acknowledges and allows the various responses of people. And provides
the forum for discussion of those
without overstating oneself in any
particular direction...

matter?
...Myopinion is thatprobably the
sourcesof theirinformation andthe
opportunities for theirdiscussionof
it have notbeen that widespreador
thatdeep.Soour responsibilityis to
provide that educational opportunity.
...I think [the public] is also turning to SU to provide that informed
discussion of this matter to them.
We have a responsibility to them
because we are always saying, 'we
are aconnected University, weconnect with our community, we connect with the Northwest, we are
genuinelyaUniversityoftheNorth-

campus-wide dialogue about this
controversial topic.
hard is it for seattle
Universityto address thisissue?

Church?
...Thesexualabuseofchildrenby
clergy [has] onlybeenexaminedin
some places by other priests and
other bishopsandithasn'tincluded
people whoare [the victims'] families. It hasn't included women, it
hasn't included a wider group of
people who would have a wider
perspective on the issue and might
wellcall attention tocertain dimensions of it that the priest[s] or the
bishop[s | might not attend to.
For many people this issueraises
the question about celibacy and
about the fact that men, and only
celibate men, can be priests and

led by Seattle University faculty from

psychology, social work,law and ethics.
Wednesday, April 24,
Wyckoff Auditorium
Thursday, April 25,
Schafer Auditorium,

k

Fulbright: senior hopes to —have
created
more than history tradition
page
From front
Her communityinvolvementand her.
personal
kept
She felt that ifshe stayed inIdaho
— welfare
her from earning 3.8 GPA SU. Falls,the small
would
ous

states," West

explained.
She wantspolicy makersinother

countries tolearn fromeachother's
successes.
"Itis anopportunity torefine, not
discard, currently existing institutions," West explained.
DuringWest's college careershe

commitmentshavenot
a
at

town

"I always spend a lot of time

preparing for papers and gathering
research. There are times that I
would stay up until 2 a.m. studying," West said.
However, West is not quick to
take allthe credit.
"I am confident in my ability to
succeed, but without support and

diligently participated in the Honors Programandbecame thePresi- guidance from my professors,
dentofthePhi AlphaThetaHistory friends and mom, Iwould not be
Honor Society.
able to do it," West said.
She also works as a consultant
Charlotte's yearning for knowland concern forothersledher
edge
primarily for foreign students in
the WritingCenterandmaintainsa from a small town in southeastern
—
work study job as a web designer Idaho to Seattle a big city rich
for the CollegePlanning Network. with opportunitiesthat appealed to

eventu-

ally stymie her potential.
"Idaho Falls is a hard place to
grow up, it is very conservative,"
West reflected.
When she came to SU she, "was
looking for a small school in a big
city."
Westhopes tocontinue tobroaden
her experienceby eventuallyearning herMasters degreein Sweden.
Then she wants topursue her Doctorate degree in Political Science.
West also hopes her experience
with the Fulbright Scholarship
opens awarenessfor the students.
West hopes her examplewill encouragemore SU students toapply.

The School ofTheology and Ministry is sponsoring the panel
"From Crisis to Reform andRenewal: Sexual Abuseof Minors by
Clergy" on Tuesday, April 30, 3:30-5 p.m.in Campion Ballroom.
For information contact DianaMiller at millerdi@seattleu.eduor
(206) 296-5326.
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Business
School
Seminar
-

Wednesday, May 1

12:00pm 1:00pm

Barnes & Noble Bookstore
600Pine St, Ste. 107

-

7:oopm B:3opm
Seattle Kaplan Center
4216 University Way NE

Featuring Ban Baron, former Harvard Business School
Assistant Director of Admissions. Learnstrategies to help you
navigate the business school admissions process from an expert.

Seating Is limited,call 1800 KAP TEST for more Information.
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Upcoming symp- Hotel joins neighborhood
osium addresses Staff
world trauma
Cheryl Farrish

"We are looking tomake therestaurant or wine bar fairly exclusive," Wade noted. "We are not
trying to build another I-Hop."

will be the fourteenth hotel for the
Silver Cloud,Inc. chain,a locallyowned and operated business that
At theNortheastcornerofBroadhas made its name building highway and Madison, a lot that has
Plans for this project began in end hotels in Washington and Orremained vacant for overfour-and- late 1999 when Silver Cloud pur- egon.
According to Wade, the appeal
a-half years is finally begi
chased the vacant land for roughly
Roughlv
take some form.
of the Broadway-Madison
one month ago, construclot has a lot to do with its
proximity to Seattle Unition commenced on whal
Broadway
versity and the more than
will become the
Inn,
Silver Cloud
a sixsix neighborhood hospistory, 184-unit hotel thai
tals.
has been scheduled for a
"Wedid a lotof surveys,
and found that this is an
June 2003 completion.
area thatcouldbenefit from
Aside from providing
a hotel," Wade said.
lodging accommodations,
thehotel willalsooffer sevSilver Cloud, Inc.is not
he only companythathas
eral conventionrooms,twoand-a-half floors of underrealized First Hill's need
PHOTO COURTESY OF SILVER CLOUD INNS
ground parking, and a spa
for morelodgingfacilities.
This184-roomhotel willbe completedby Fall2003.
and fitness center.
Swedish Medical Center,
According to Bob Wade, Project $1.6million. Thedelay inconstruc- which is located just one block
Manager for the Broadway Silver tion was due in part to the lengthy from the SU campus, has also disCloud Inn, there is also talk of in- master use permit processrequired cussed the possibilityof buildinga
corporating a wine-bar or restau- by the City of Seattle.
hotel near the Broadway-Madison
Broadway
rant into thehotel.
Inn
The
Silver Cloud
intersection.

Reporter

Erica dietz
StaffReporter
Distinguished poetsand journalists will be joining together in a
weeklong symposium at Seattle

University that focuses on social

problems that others face around
the world, sometimes it is hard for
them to connect to these issues.
The symposium represents the
social justiceissues that areimportant today.
Through these speeches on topics ofhostilityranging from warto
intimate violence,peopleare given

justice issues of today.
Dr Edwin Weihe, the Louis B.
Gaffney Chair, the University of a chance to connect again to the

Washington'sDartCenter for journalism trauma and Counterbalance
Poetry are together constructing a
symposium entitled "The Languages of Emotional Injury".
It brings together nine poetsand
four journalists from around the
worldtospeak out aboutviolence in
today's world.
They are scheduled to speak at
four eveningsessions oncampus in
PigottAuditorium withquestionand
answer periods thefollowingmorning.
There will alsobe afternoon ses-

sions offered

at

the University of

Washington.

The symposium is supposed to
generate a larger forum in which

things that are facing people on the
othersideofthe worldand thoseon
the other side of the street as well.
Theseissues need to be understood
as theyareproblems thatface people
on a daily basis.

'These lectures are about violence on different levels; individuallyas sexual abuse; collectivelyin
urban violence, in war & political
violence. These ideas are familiar
to peopleon campus through social
justice issues," Dr. Weihe continued.

It is important that people, both
together as a community and as
individuals,know about traumatoday.

Most peoplerecognize theinitial

both on- andoff-campus communi-

acts of violence but fail to look or

ties can gather together and learn
abouttraumatic events that arehappeningall over the world today.
It is not just the topics that are
important, but the speakers as well.
Thepresentersarepeople whohave
been in the situations and experi-

understand the consequences. It is
all of the endless aftershocks that

we don't realize; because of its
subtlety it incapacitatesus making
it difficult to act and live. It is the
job of these writers to create this

image and communicate with the

enced the problems and events of

rest of the community.

which they speak.
"If we are not expertson trauma
ourselves, we learn of it by those
who communicate through other
forms, like journalism and poetry
or the arts" explained Dr. Edwin
Weihe.
Weihe is an Associate Professor
for the English department while

The community is encouragedto
take the time to visit the speakers
and hear what they have to share.
The morning after the lecture, there
willbe anopenmicrophone assembly to continue the discussions.
Also the keynote speaker will
briefly recap the evening session
during for anyone whohad missed
thesessionbefore thepanelistquestions begin.

also juggling the responsibilities of
breing Director of the Creative
Writing program at SU.
For further information please
It is often that college students visit www.dartcenter.orgor callDr.
and workingadults getcaughtupin Weihe where he can be reached at
their daily lives that they soon for- (206) 296-5426.
For acopy of the completeschedget their connections with the outside world.
ule or the keynote speakers visit
Although they hear about the www.counterbalancepoetry.org.
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A. A. Lemieux Library

Inhonor ofCorazon Aquino's upcoming visit toSeatde
University, andinrecognitionofher HonoraryDegree, thestaff
ofLemieux Library hasprepared alocalhistory exhibit,located in
die 2ndfloorReference Department:
Filipino Americans andSeattle University:
Continuing Connections...
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phone, ATM, or
the Internet.

SEATTLEMETROPOLITAN

Filipino AmericanResource Guide
linked from die library's homepage www.seattleuedu/lemlib.

We can help.

*

than most banks. You'll
alsobe eligible for
a variety of

And a special website

We invite you to visit bodx

To build a secure financial future, you services
tailored just for you, including:
"
need a solid foundation. Seattle Metropolitan
Free* Checking with free VISA check card
"
Credit Union can help. You are eligible to
Free ATM access anywhere(surchargessttii apply)
"
join SMCU and take advantage of our full
FreeInternet banking andbill payer service
"
range of financial services. You'll benefit
andthe ability to check your balance
anc account activity 24 hours a
Vsv
frombetter rates andlower fees
J-/'

YOUR CITY.YOUR CREDIT UNION.

Call us today for the branch nearest you and start building your future now.

-

206-3 98-5500
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Redhawks go O-2 in doubleheader,
fall to fourth place in conference
Carl Bergquist
StaffReporter

Patricia Sonnett walked in three
runs. WWU scored two more runs
in the second inning to jump outto

the season.

sixth

Game Two was an entirely different story, with the conference's

(earnedrun average),
JCiekenapp squelched numerous
scoring opportunities for
SU, andtook advantage of
the wind that kept many
pop-ups afloat just long
enough to becaughtby Viking fielders.
SU finally put together a
threat in the fourth inning,
with two players getting
on base. Freshman first

On a cold, windy afternoon at
Logan Field, the Seattle University
softball team ran intoa hot Western
Washington University squad that
alsoboastswhat is perhaps thebest
pitching staff in the GNAC.
Inlast Thursday'sdoubleheader,

in

the conference

in

ERA

a 6-0 lead.
However, SU didn't
give up. Finally in the
fifth inning, trailing 8- 2. AnnetteGaeth, SU, .407
0, they snapped out of
3. Marissa Card, Western Oregon, .388
their funkandgotalittle
4. Sarah Carrier,SU, .377
help fromerrors by the
the Redhawks (5-4, 14-9 overall) Vikings. Freshman 5. Melanie Baker, Humboldt State, .376
were shut down by the pitching catcher KrystalDuncan
combinationof Kristen Kiekenapp and senior leftfielder GNAC pitching leaders (ERA)
and Amanda Grant, whocombined Kirn McDonald both 1. Amanda Grant, Western Washington, 0.54 baseman Liz Meyer foltonot giveup a single earnedrun in hit RBI singles, and
lowed witha single up the
McCarthey,
Washington,
2.
Jill
Central
1.14
middle,but theWWUcenWWU
victories.
sophomore
two
third
In thefirstgamethe Vikings (6- 1, basemanSarahCarrier 3. Shona Guevara, Humboldt State, 1.41
ter fielder Jessi Williams
Mills,
a
two-run
4.
Western
1
.45
overall)
Nancy
Washington,
advantage
triple
15-10
took
of belted
threw astrike tothe catcher
Lindsay Walton to gun
some sloppyplay by theRedhawks to pull SU within four 5. Jennifer Hewitt, SU, 1.52
Duncan who was comto pick up sixunearned runsin an 8- runs.
ing around to score out
4 triumph.
But Grantshut down
The Redhawks committed their the rally, retiring the final seven onlyundefeatedpitcher,SUsopho- at the plate.
only error of the game in the first batters she faced to finish a com- more Jennifer Hewitt, going up
It would prove to be the closest
inning, after whichstartingpitcher plete game and improve to 9-4 for against a tough Kiekenapp, whois the Redhawks got to scoring, as

—

—

Kiekenapp silenced the explosive
SU offense and held them to only
four hits in a complete gameshutout.

Hewitt, although pitching a superb game, picked up the loss al-

though shedidnot giveupanearned
run during the game. The sophomore fell to 6-1 for the season.
Itwas the Vikings fourth winin a
row, and the tenth in their last 13
games. They are currently second
in the GNAC standings.
The Redhawks were prepared to
play four games in two days this
past weekend, but instead they
stayed indoors, as all games were
rainedout.

The Redhawks play Northwest
Nazarene University tomorrow in
Nampa,Idaho, and return home on
Tuesday to play Central Washington University in a double header
starting 2 p.m. at Logan Field.

SU Ice Hockey team loses in playoffs
Erica dietz
StaffReporter

Lynnwood, all that could be heard
from the stands were the blades
scrapingagainst the ice.It wouldn't
It wasa winner-take-all gamethat be long until the sounds from the
ended the season,but left promis- hockeypads,pucks, and sticks coling hope for next year's Seattle liding together were meshed into
University hockey team.
the noise from the cheering crowd.
The arena was quiet, the ice was
"It's not a question of how we're
smooth, and the rink was empty. going toplay tonight," saidJerimiah
All the hard work and dedication Butler before the game. "We are
that was put into the season was going to do well.We're prepared."
goingto beput to the test.It was the
The team was ready to take on
first gameof thedivisional playoffs their competitors despite any
in the Cascade Hockey League.
disadvantages they were facing.
hockey
SU's
team was seeded They took advantage of having an
fourth.The night's excitementwas Olympic-sized rink to skate on,
in the air.
rather than the smaller rink of
"It's that smell," said Lauren HighlandPark, wherethey hadbeen
Carriere,theteam's faculty advisor. practicing. SU's strength showed
"Youknow it's hockeyby the smell in their speedas they skated circles
of the jerseysand theice."
around the Wolves andkept a rapid
The team which is part of the pace throughout the game.
—
SUClub Sportsprogram lost a 4The team, which consists of 18
—
3 nail-biter last Sunday night in a players includingundergraduates,
game that represented their entire graduate, andlaw students, as well
season. There was opposition fac- as a few alumni were missing
ing them, but like always, the chal- some key parts of the team going
lenge never fazed them. The team into thegame.Boththehead coach,
was paired against the Seattle Denny Carriere, and the team capWolves, who were seeded first in tain, Scan Walsh, missed the game
therecreational league's standings. for personal reasons. Butler,one of
As players fromboth teams took the team's forwards,acted as coach
the ice at Olympicview Arena in and organizedthelines whileon the

No one wanted to leave the ice

without putting up a fight for the
spot in the championship game.As
the third period neared an end, all
the fans wereon their feet to watch
the whatwouldcome of a game that
was tied at three goalsapiece.After
a few quick hits thrown by Butler
and a Wolves player, the Wolves
scored the winninggoal with less
than a minute on the clock.
'Thoselastfewseconds out there

Schedule of Events
Keynote Lectures: Monday April 22nd— Thursday April 25th, 7:30 PM
PanelDiscussions: Tuesday, April 23rd— Friday, April 26th, 10— 11:45 AM

All events will beheld inPigott Auditorium

—

Monday. April 22.

Keynote Topic: The Languages of Emotional Injury (7:30 PM)
Presenters: Daisy Zamora, Nicaraguan poet and activist; Ted Conover,authorand

journalist

(/)

—

f\\
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Tuesday. April 23
The Languages ofEmotional Injury (10 -11:45AM)
Panel Rev. Marie Fortune, Mark West ,Gabriella Gutierrez y Muhs, GeorgeEvans

TL

Wfc

Keynote Topic: Urban Violence (7:30 PM)
Presenters: Jimmy Santiago Baca, poet/author,Nina Bernstein, TheNew York Times
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on the ice were horrible, knowing on the ice and they work hard."
there was nothing that we could
The team hasalready madeplans
do," Chris Kerl saidabout the ten- tomovefrom theircurrent league to
sion thatfollowedthe winninggoal. the more competitive Greater SeIt was hardfor many of the play- attle Hockey League. They are
ers to walk off theice knowing the working to find and fund more ice
seasonwasover.But it wasn'tlong time so they will have a place to
before a return plan was formed. practice together, something that
Alreadythey aregetting togetherto rarely happened this season.
Next yearthey willbeback,betschedule summer practices.
'They're allhere for love of the ter prepared and excited to take on
arena, empty rink, and
game,"
' Lauren Carriere said. that quiet
"They re dedication shows out there smooth ice once more.

H

ICHIRO PAPER SHtCDOeg

reporter

Wednesday. April 24
Urban Violence (10— 11:45PM)
Panel:Richard Gold,Fr. Tom Murphy, S.J., Tom Wright
Keynote Topic: Intimate Violence (7:30 PM)
Presenters; Frances Drncoll. poet;Debra McKinney,Anchorage Daily News
reporter

Thursday. April 25
Intimate Violence (10— 11:45 AM)
Panel: Joan Swift, Patrick Burke, Sudha Shetty
Keynote Topic: War and Political Violence(7:30 PM)
Presenters: Semedzdin Mehmedinovic, Bosnian poet, writer& filmmaker, Breyten
Breytenbach; South African poetand artist; Marc Cooper, Contributing editor for The
Nation, journalist
Friday. April 26

War and Political Violence (10— 11:45)
Panel:Frank Ochberg, M.D., HamidaBosmajian, Joan Fiset
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Presented by the Louis B. Gaffney Chair of Arts & Sciences
Counterbalance Poetry
University of Washington DART Center for Journalism and Trauma
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It wasso coldlast winter that I
saw a lawyerwith his hands in his ownpockets.
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Q: How canyou tellwhen a lawyeris lying?A: Her lips are moving.

Legal-Ease
BY JAMILA JOHNSON
Opinion Editor

Let these tips from the pros help you decide if a caredr tffew is jeht MiWiandpoint you toward success getting intolaw school.

Law school bound:

Drake

Myers

acceptanceletterinsteadof a stijjV
backdrop.It was then that he knev*\
he wouldbe applying to lawschoolk

instead of chasing network
executives for a chance to host a

talk show.
This year Myers began the
grueling process of achieving his
new dream of getting into law
school.Itall began with the LSAT
(Law School AdmissionTest).

"The test is full of intense
questions with not enough time to
answer them," Myers explained.
The best analogy he could conjure
up toconvey thepain of the test was
comparing the LSAT to "a big

JEause and Iwouldn't do
Avell. But, just as I had

'been told, it all ended up
my d&SßwLand then jusUfl&sctf'it

Myers isn't going to let that
happenagain.He wantsthe anxiety
of sittingin front of a sealedletter
and fearing the worst. He wants to
be the first one to know his fate.

Despite the good news, Myers
has been rather quiet about his
acceptance so far. He hasn't even
toldhis advisor.He doesn't want
anyone tobursthisbubble untilhe

knows all the schools that he has
pimple on my butt." Even though been accepted to.
Myers did worse than he had
Myerssits upstraight onacouch
JAMILA JOHNSON / OPINION EDITOR
the
letters
and
illuminates a real drive to
acceptance
expected,
are
Lesson onefromDrakeMyers:even
to
come
beginning
in.
succeed. He wants to be a U.S.
if you don't get into all of the law
native,
Myers,
Vegas
a
Las
has
senatorone day, andhe knowshis
schools you apply to, at least there
accepted
University
journey
been
to
the
of
is just beginning.
is some nutritional value in all of
Diego
awaitingpossible
Myers thinks about
San
and
is
Sometimes
those brochures you collected.
acceptance letter from four other his old dream to be a talk show
There is a loud roar of applause

universities.
host.
Myers' number one school is
"Iheard that Jerry Springer was
dynamic stage.
ArizonaState."There is something a mayor somewhere. Maybe the
"Drake,Drake,Drake,"thecrowd about sunshine," Myers said, inno two careers aren't too different
chants. Welcome to the imaginary way trying to bash Seattle's gray after all," Myers says with a
DrakeShow.DrakeMyers, a senior skies.
contagious laugh that might
Political Science major, used to
"It's timefor achangeofscenery," someday make him the first
daydreamabout being a talk show Myers added. Arizona State would Senator to also host a talk show.
host when he was in junior high offer hima diverse communityand
school.
a booming economy, as well as a
Those were the days whenRicki change of pacefrom Seattle.
Lake was a revolutionary crusader
At 2 a.m. when the streets are
for talk shows and when Richard calmandhouselightsareout,Myers
—
Bay a long forgotten talk show can beenseensneaking out tocheck
—
host could still make monkeys the mailbox waiting for his
wrestlepriests in a mudpit behind acceptance letters to show up. He
the stage. Drakecould seehis name checks for mail at least three times
Spectator:Choosingto gotolaw
in lights and could taste his fame. a day. His first acceptance letter schoolis a difficultdecision. What
Then Myers entered 11 th gradeand came to his parents'address. One led you to apply to law school?
imaginedhis nameona lawschool day the phone rang, and it was his
Lisa Thompson: Eversince Iwas
youngItoyedwith theidea ofgoing
to law school. However, Inever
thoughtIwas smart enough.During
thelastfew years Ibegan toseethat
it was within my reach. About a
yearago, asI
thought seriouslyabout
going into law, I spoke with
someone at SU Law who told me

and bright light illuminates a

Law school bound:

Lisa Thompson

thatlaw school completelychanges
your way of thinking and that it
opensyouup to thingsyouotherwise

wouldn't have access to.
S:What wasthehardest aspect
about applying to law school?
LT:Ithink the twohardest things
were the stress that comes with
preparing and takingtheLSAT and
filling out the application— writing
the essays, making sure you send
everything in and fill everything
out correctly and legibly.
S: What was it like to actually
take the LSAT?
LT: After preparing for nine
weeks, Ifelt pretty comfortable by
JAMILA JOHNSON / OPINIONEDITOR
Getting through the stressoftheLSA Tandlaw schoolapplicationprocess the day of the LSAT. However,
was not alwaysprettyfor Drake Myers, butneitheris waitinganxiously about two to threeweeksbefore the
everydayfor themail carrierto bring a letter that willdeterminehisfate. test, Ithought it might be a lost

went
comingtogetherandI
into the test feeling
prepared. I wasn't
extraordinarily nervous,
but in retrospect, Imust
have been because at the
beginning of the test I
realized that Ihadskipped
a bunch of questions and
only hadabout10 minutes
to make them up.

S:Whatschoolsdidyou

apply to, and whichhave
you been accepted to?
LT: Because 1 wanted
options, on both the east
and west coasts, 1 applied
to 1 1 schools: Hastings
College of Law in San
Francisco, University of
JAMILA JOHNSON / OPINION EDITOR
San Diego, Tulane (New
Lesson twofrom Lisa Thompson: take an
Orleans),
Loyola LSAT preparationclass to keep your cool
University Chicago, during
the actual test.
BostonUniversity,Boston
College,Fordham,Temple
University,UniversityofMaryland, However,I
have justbegun to have
American University (D.C.) and secondthoughts and amthinking of
GeorgeWashington (D.C.). Ihave attending American or University
been accepted to University ofSan of Maryland ifIget into it.
Diego, Tulane, Temple and
S: As aJournalism major,how
American and I'vebeen put on the hasyour experiencepreparedyou
vaitinglistfor Hastingsand Loyola for the academic rigor that you
Chicago. Ihaven'theardback from will find at law school?
Boston University, Fordham,
LT:Ifeel it is the writing skills I
JniversityofMaryland, andGeorge have learned during my past four
The restofthe schools years here that will really give me
en't gotten into.
an edgein law school. I
realize that
Students often act erratic legal writing is very different from
vhen a waiting for acceptance or
news writing,howeverIthink that
'ejection from schools. How to
the investigative skills I
havebeen
■ou deal with the curiosity?
taught in my writing classes will
LT:Thisyear,as opposedtomany give me a solid foundation for law
"thers, has been a hard year for
school.
hoseof us whohaveapplied to law
S: Where do you see yourself

fiington.

chools. Whentherecession hitthe
lumber of law school applicants
ose dramatically.Therefore, ithas
akenlaw schools a lot longer to get
ack to students thannormal. Igot
uy acceptance letters to twoschools
nFebruary so Ibeganchecking my
lailbox every day after that.
Jnfortunately,manyof the schools
applied to sent me letters saying
'
that I
wouldn thear back from them
until mid-April, whichis right now.
ConsequentlyI
really makeit a point
to check the mail everyday, but
other than that Idon't do anything
weird orerratic.
S: Have you decidedwhereyou
will be attending next year?
LT: I think 1 will probably go to
Temple, in Philadelphia. I only

applied there because they sent me
an application waver, but when 1
went to visit the schoolover spring
break, I fell in love with it and
decided that it was the place for me.
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in 10 years?
LT:Iam not really sure. Right
now Iplan on concentrating on
international law, however Iam

also playing with the idea of
criminallaw. Ideally I would like
to work abroad or at least have a
job which wouldrequire that I
travel
and interact with people from all
over the world.
S:If you could giveany advice
to students planning on applying
to law school what would it be?
LT: TakeaLSAT prep class! It
workswonders andmakes you feel
all the more comfortable when
taking the test. Also, leave your
optionsopen.It maybe expensive
to apply to a lot of schools,but do
what you can so you can be happy
whereveryougo.(Youneverknow,
you may apply duringa year when
there are anunprecedentednumber
ofapplicants andplacesyou would
normally get inhave to say no).

Q: Why won'tsharks attacklawyers? A: Professional courtesy, n|HL^ I

Il^ I-H

Any time a lawyeris seen andnot heard, it'sa shame to wakehim.

Danielle Delaney casually
searched through her mail while
puttering in her kitchen. She
flipped through letters and ads
until she found anenvelope with
the GeorgetownUniversity seal
She calmly opened the letter while standing in the middle of the room
Delaney had been accepted to Georgetown University's Law School.
All of a sudden she felt weak. Her limbs didn't seem as strong as they

9

Law school bound:

ADVICE

DanielleDelaney
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hadbeen a second ago.She fell to the floor and just sat. Written on her
acceptance letter wasalittle postscript to her.She hadbeen acceptedto
one of the most prestigious law schools in the nation.

Delaney applied and was accepted to Pepperdine, University of
Washington, Notre Dame, Northwestern, Boston College, and
Georgetown. Where many students worryabout notgetting intothe law
school that they want, Delaney had to choose between several great
universities.
"It came down to a toss up between Georgetown and Northwestern,"
Delaney said. Eventually, the littlethings decidedit. She thought about
the cities, the campuses and the first year curriculum. Delaneyhad
in the Washington D.C.area,and nonein the vicinity ofChicago.
family
JAMILA JOHNSON/ OPINIONEDITOR
point, it even became which school has better textbooks,"
"At
one
Delaney:
Lesson three from Danielle
Delaney
said.
"But Georgetown had to know by (April) 15th, so I
Be
Want to go to Georgetown?
born
to
go
decided
there."
Oh,
sure
somebody
smart.
andmake
Even thoughDelaney had problemsmaking her final decision, shehad
reads overyourpersonalstatement.
no problem with the LSAT.
"If givenenough time, a nine-year-oldcould answer the questions,"
she said."It is just a matter of time."
Delaney explained that the questions are simple, but they have to be
A housingcommitteewillconsist
ofexactly five representatives,one answered in30 seconds instead of a few minutes.
"You either sink or swim," Delaney said. Swimming seems to be
of whom will be its chairperson.
Delaney's
strong suit. Delaney has a double major (Philosophy and
Therepresentativeswillbeselected
Science)
Political
anda double minor (English andJapanese).She scorec
from among a grgjiip of five
the
90
on her LSAT, and must have really shown he
top
percent
in
F,
G,J,JK,and
M—and a
tenants—
well
in
her applications if her acceptances are any
personal
of
side
homeowners—P,
Q,
group four
R,and S. The following conditions indication.
Delaney'spersonalstatement beganby focusingon her trip to Japan
mast he met:
The committeemust include at She would go from her host family's home to the university via the
least two representatives from subway. Oneday a girl started to fall in front ofher. Delaneyraced to try
each group. The chairperson and catch her. Then she spoke of how her friend thinks she has a hero
must be a representative complex.Slowlyshe transitionedinto her family'sworkfor theIRS anc
belonging to the group from the FBI, and how she too wanted to work in the public service arena
whichexactly tworepresentatives Delaneyis striving to either work for the justice department or the FBI
are selected. If Wis selected, Q
To show her academic work, Delaney talked abouther dissertation.
must beselected.IfG tsselected,
Lastly, and this is the kicker, she wrote about what she wanted out o
X mast be selected. If either .1 or alaw school. Although she feared it might comeoff asarrogant,Delaney
Mis selected, the other must also wanted tofind the school for her.This was what probably madeher stanc
out. She did not beg for acceptance, she made them beg to have her.

Danielle Delaney
Law

school

bound:

Her advice for students applying to law school is to havesomeone look

fit

tec is to be a homeowner,
oneof thefollowing must be

Gis seldHp,Q is alsG

G is selected, X is also
selected.

■

LSAT SAMPLE QUESTION:

C)lfJisselected,FLsalsosek'cted.

■ DHfJisselededjQisulsoselected.
■

-

overthe personal statement.The personal statement is wherethe school
gets areal feel for the student's writing. She took her statement to one
ofher professors to make sure it was ready.
Delaney is one of the best of thebest. We willsee here downthe line
working for the FBI. Unfortunately, she will still be paying off the
$180,000 in debt that she will incur during her days at Georgetown.

E)lf,|isselected,Risal.soselected.
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Seattle
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73students a
peryear over six years)'

j
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Thecity healthdepartment conducts
University Students
semi-annual inspections on both
accepted to SU'S law SCh00l=
restaurants and catering services. 7
year (average

However, the health department
receives more reports of food

'

°

poisoning caused by eatingfood at
scn o1applications rise
I
banquets served by catering services thanbrought on byrestaurant meals. I
when the economy does poorly.
|
|
|Q. Which statementbest explains this apparent paradox?
ISUhas 35% more applicants
| A) Many restaurants provide catering services for banquets in addition | then last year. Across the
|to serving meals.
|country there has been a 23%
I B) More people eat at restaurants than attend banquets.
increase In law school
| C) Catering services usually expect an exact number of people to be |V
applications.
>
■ served and rarely have leftovers.
, D) The cases of food poisoning reported that are caused by eating at
Jy
y
banquets is unrelated to whetherthe mealis servedat the client'shome
or at the caterer's location and is unrelated to the number of persons

l*\
.
'J

'

I

E)Peopleare morelikely tomakeaconnection between a meal theyhave

//^\.

I >^

|eatenand a subsequentillness if the illness strikes anidentifiable group \^ JSt
| of people at an event.
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Calendar/Sports
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Thursday

Friday

4/18

4/19

Book review
Join Radical Women
for an optional dinner,
witha vegetarianoption,
at 6:30 p.m. for a $6.50
donation. At 7:30p.m.a
review of "Legacy to
Liberation: politics and
cultureof revolutionary
"
AsianPacific America
will follow.Dinner and

the meeting will take
place at New Freeway
Hall (5018 Rainier Aye.
South). For more information or a ride, call
(206)722-6057 or(206)
722-2453.

Figure Drawing

Saturday
4/20

Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

4/21

4/22

4/23

4/24

Action!

Mass

Maktub

The soulful quartet
Build picnic tables toJoin thecommunity at
from our own emerald day for theUnionGreen service in the Chapel of
city is playing the from 4 p.m.to 6 p.m.
St. Ignatius. The mornShowbox (14261st Aye,
Forlocation and other ing service begins at 11
(206) 628-3151) at 8 information, e-mail a.m.and theeveningserp.m.
bergquc@seattleu.edu. vice at 9 p.m.
Reggie
Vocalist
Community-Based Solutions for
Watts, bassist Kevin
Environmental Health & Justice
Goldman, drummer
Conference
Martin,
Davis
and
keyboardist Alex Veley
drumupheavenlyblends
Theconference will be held at the University of
of "jazz,drum and bass, Washington campus in the Ethnic Cultural Center
trip-hop and funk." For (3931Brooklyn Aye. NE).Features keynotespeakfans, expectnew mate- ers are Dolores Huerta, well-known labor activist
rial on stage.
and Co-Founder of United Farm Workers, and
Barikor-Wiwa;International Women's and
$10
Dianan
Costis
inadvance
and $12 day of show. Human Rights activist. Saturday from 9 a.m. to 4
Call (206) 628-3151 for p.m. and Sunday and 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. For more
more information.
information call (206) 720-0285.

YES!
Leo Hindery, Jr., SU
alumnus and president
and chief executive officerof the YankeesEntertain-ment and Sports,
will be on campus from
2:15 p.m.to3:20p.m.in
Pigott to talk to students,
faculty and staff. For
moreinformation,please
callEric Walter at (206)
296-6114.

Don't forget
Purchase your tickets
for Hui O Nani's 41st
Annual Luau, "IKe Ao

OKaManawa: Through
theYears."Theluauwill
be the evening of May
18th in the Campion
Ballroom. To purchase
tickets go to Pigott
Atrium, between noon
and 1p.m.orBellarmine
Lobby between 6 and 7

Seattle Cherry Blossom & Japanese Cultural Festival
TheFine ArtsDepartsponsoring
ment is
a series of free figure drawThe Seattle Cherry Blossom & Japanese Cultural Festival (SCBJCF) isan
ing classes every Thurs- award-winning annual festival thatcelebrates the consummate art of Japanese
day. Classes are from 7 art and culture in the Pacific Northwest and British Columbia. Among the
p.m. until9 p.m.in Fine event's many activities will be drummingand oragami.Children 12 and under
Arts Building, Room can participatein the Shogun Treasure Hunt. Presented by the SeattleCherry
206.
Blossom& JapaneseCultural Festival Committee, (206) 723-2003.
p.m.
Symposium; The Languages of Emotional Injury
MONDAY. APRIL22. at 7:30 p.m.

Keynote Topic: 'TheLanguages of Emotional Injury"
Introduction: Dr. Edwin Weihe, Louis B.Gaffney Chair

) Moderator: Marias Valenzuela
Presenters: Daisy Zamora and TedConover
TUESDAY. APRIL 23. at 10-11:45 a.m.
Moderator: Dr. EdwinWeihe
SpecialGuests: DaisyZamora andTedConover
Panelists: Marie Fortune, Mark West, Gabriella Gutierrezy Muhs, and George
Evans
TUESDAY. APRIL 23. at 7:30 p.m.
Topic: Urban Violence
Moderator: Frank Ochberg,M.D.

Presenters: Jimmy SantiagoBaca andNina Bernstein
WEDNESDAY. APRIL 24. at 10-11:45 a.m.
Moderator: Bruce Shapiro
Special Guests: Jimmy Santiago Baca and Nina Bernstein
Panelists: Richard Gold, Fr. TomMurphy, S.J., andTom Wright
WEDNESDAY. APRIL 24. at7:30 p.m.

Urban
Violence
As part of the week-

long discussion on
trauma,Jimmy Santiago
BacaandNinaBernstein
will be presenting adialogue revolving around
the effects of urban vio-

Last chance
If you missed your
windowofopportunity
Monday, the gods are

shining down on you.
This is the last day to
buy tickets from club
membersfor theHuiO
Naniluau onMay 18th.
lence.
Pigott Atrium
Baca is anaward-win- Go to
from noon to 1p.m. or
ningauthor wholearned
Lobby 6 to
how to read and write Bellarmine
7 p.m.
while serving time inan
Arizona prison.
Running out
Bernstein was nomiof time
nated for thenon-fiction
2001 National Book
Today is thelast day
CriticsCircle Award for
The Lost Children of to send in your nomiWilder: The Epic nations for the College
Struggle to ChangeFos- of Arts and Sciences
ter Care. Bernstein is Teacher of the Year
also a reporter for The Award. UndergraduNew York Times. For ates can pick up an
more information on entry form from the
these authors or other Dean's Office (first
forums, contact Dr. floorof Casey) and reEdwin Weihe at (206) turn the form before 4
p.m.
296-5426.

SU's Lloyd named to All-

Northwest second team
Seattle University
Sports Information

conference in field-goal percentage doubles this season.
Central Washington center Rose
(50.5), andled the Redhawks in threepoint percentage (36.4). She was one Shaw (17.4 points per game) was
Redhawks junior forward Cal- of just four players in the GNAC to named the Little All-Northwest
Jean Lloyd was named to the Little record 30 ormore points in agame this women's basketball Player of the
All-Northwest basketball second season.
Year. Eastern Oregon's Anji
Lloyd ledthe team in scoring in 16 Weissenfluh was honored as the
team.
Lloyd, a transfer from Highline gamesand inreboundingin16 times as Coach of the Year, and Western
Community College, was also an well. She collected eight double- Washington wonTeamof the Year.
all-GNAC second team selection.
She led the Redhawks in scoring
(15.7) and rebounding (7.5), placDo you believe in helping your community?
ingfourth and eighth,respectively,
in both categories in the GNAC.
Giving in your time for the benefit of
Lloyd also placedeighth in the

others? Are you interested in volunteering?

Topic: IntimateViolence
Moderator: MigaelScherer
Presenters: Frances DriscollandDebraMcKinney
THURSDAY. APRIL 25. at 10-11:45 a.m.
Moderator: Migael Scherer

Special Guests: Frances Driscoll andDebraMcKinney
Panelists: Joan Swift, Patrick Burke, andSudha Shetty
THURSDAY. APRIL 25. at 7:30 p.m.
Topic: War andPolitical Violence
Moderator: HamidaBosmajian
Presenters: Seme/din Mehmedinovic,BreytenBreytenbach, andMarc Cooper
FRIDAY. APRIL 26.at 10-11:45 a.m.

Moderator: OlufemiTaiwo
Special Guests: SemezdinMehmedinovic,BreytenBreytenbach,andMarcCooper
Panelists:Frank Ochberg,M.D., HamidaBosmajian, andJoanFiset
Jim Boggs Acting Troupe toclose symposium

Friday. 4-19-02

Softball @ Northwest Nazarene* (Nampa, Idaho)2 p.m.
Saturday, 4-20-02
Men's and women's tennis vs. Skagit Valley Community College
(Connolly Center tennis courts) 10 a.m.
Monday. 4-22-02
University Sports athletes banquet(Campion Ballroom)6 p.m.
Tuesday.4-23-02
Softball vs.Central Washington* (Logan Field) 2 p.m.
Men's
tennis @ Pacific Lutheran (Tacoma, WA) 4 p.m.
* = denotes
doubleheader

Come to the Community Service and
Learning Office!
We can help you look for the service
opportunities within the Seattle area
according to any of your interests:

Not Ready for
the LSAT?
I'm Steven Klein, LSAT spe-

cialist. Fourteen years and
3000 students later, I don't
think anyone knows more
about this test, or how to teach
it, than Ido. That's why Istill
teach my own classes. That's
whyyou should call me.
My nine weekcourse features
36 hours of class time with
weekly help sessions and five
mock exams for the reasonable
price of $795.
can answer any LSAT quesI

-

tion let me prove it. Call now
for a free seminar:

524-4915

♥
Environment
♥
Health Issues
♥Homelessness
♥Senior Citizens

♥Youthand Children

If you would like more information, come
in to the Community Service and Learning

Office, 206b, on the second floor of the
Student Union Building, or call (206) 2962570.
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For the love of the game— baseball fights back
gameglory, and Ican accept that he a quarterbackcompletes 30 percent
is not interestedin the season this of his passes, he will likely be
early on. The same can be said benched. Yetin baseball,if youget
about me and the NBA.Ilikebas- ahit threetimes out ofevery ten atketball,butusually do not start pay- bats, you're a millionaire on the
ing much attentionuntilMarch.
way to greatness.
Iwill not, however, dedicate an
Because of this, hitters are subarticle to ranting about the sport ject to cold streaks that are perhaps
because Ido not have a thorough unmatched in any other sport. Yes,
enough understanding of the game evenBarry Bonds willgo 0-4and it
to doso. Thisis precisely why Aus- willnot be a bigdeal because that is
tin should lay off of the baseball- just the way baseball works.

JOHN BOYLE

Sports Columnist

"Consider this part two of my
rant againstbaseball. It should be
thelastfor a while, though, at least

until some mindless Marinerfans
inevitably force me into "trashing
their beloved sport again.

—

Austin Burton, The Spectator,

4-11-02

bashing for a while.
In caseyoumissedthepastcouple
issues of The Spectator, here is a
look at some of the arguments Mr. Burton made,
as well as my responses.

One complaint of
Austin's wasthatthe200
Mariners wereconsiderec
dominant with "only" a
.709 winningpercentage
where as theLos Angele
Lakers are not dominan

Now, take a really good team
with a fewcoldhitters andput them
against abad teamwith ahotpitcher,

What single athlete can control a
game more than a pitcher in a baseKobeBryant can get hot and put
50 points on the board, but if the
Lakers don't play defense they will
still lose.
Randy Moss can be the best receiver in the world, but if the quarterback is cold, the passes will not

some point put a little bit of 90-

mile-per-hourpayback in yourribs.
Baseball, more than any other
sport,is a game ofskill andstrategy
and not one ofbrute strength. There
is perhaps no single task in sports

more difficult than hitting a round
ball thrown over 90-mph with a

get to him.

But send Pedro Martinez to the round bat.
mound when he has his best stuff,

In almost any other sport, raw

and all he needs from his

team is
one run over the course of 27 outs

a game

athleticism can take you pretty far.
That is why there is always a big
andtheRedSoxwill win. man in the NBA who did not play
Austin also com- until college, or a running back in
plained about the "stu- the NFL who had never seen the
pid" unwritten rules of game before coming to the United
baseball. To a degree, States.
in everysport
This never happens in baseball,
toprotectteams because it is a sport that not only

tist

requires athletic ability,but the development of skills that take years
to acquire.
Yes, the paceof the gameis slow,
but if you understand all the little
things going on,all the intricacies,
itis really not boring. Andif youdo
think it is, no one is making you

miliation.

ou see football
assing down the
th abig lead late
in the game? Orbasketball teams keeping their
startersonthe floor with
a 30-point lead in the fourth quar-

than any other team sport.

despite having a simila
Consider this the rebuttal of a winning percentage.
"mindless Mariners fan."
The difference here is
Take a shot at baseball once, and in the way the games are
I'lllikelydismiss it astheramblings played.
and the bad team will likely win.
Inbasketball,thebest playersare
ofaman wholacks the patience and
Which bring us to what was perunderstanding to appreciate the playing the bulk of the minutes in haps Austin's least thought out
every game, and as a result, the point:thatbaseballis"the onlygame
game.
Do it twice and Icannot help but good teams should almost always where your superstarplayers don't
beat the bad teams.
have the opportunity to take the
stick up for America's pastime.
—
This does not hold true in base- game over."
After Austin the Sports Editor
— ballfor a numberof reasons.
Superstars can't take over? As
of The Spectator, and my boss
took his shots at baseball over the
First off, baseball is unique in Adam Sandier said to a bottle of
past two weeks, Ifelt that it was that offensively, it is a game based conditioner inBillyMadison: "Oh
time to stick up for all the baseball on failure. Even the best hitters in really, fool?"
fans who were as bothered as Iwas history only succeed three or four
I
wouldargue that baseball protimes out of ten.
vides a greater opportunity for a
by his past columns.
It is entirely Austin's decision to
If a basketball player is a 30 per- single player to dominate a game
not like baseball in all of its 162- cent shooter, he's not very good.If than any other team sport.

Goright ahead, butknow thatthe
pitcher will remember that, and at

ball game?

Baseball provides a greater
opportunity for a single
player to dominate

home plate."

watchit.
Just don't try toruinit for the rest

ter?
cases, the answer is almost always no, and not because
they are not competitors, but because in most cases, they have a
little respect for their opponents.

In both

ofus withpoorlythoughtout cheap

shots.So that'sall for now, at least
untilAustin unleasheshisnext rant

about baseball.
Man, IhopeIdon't get fired for

As for showingup a pitcher after
a home run, it happens all

the time

this.

in baseball, but hitters know there

are potential consequences.
Last week, Austin said"Hell,if I
hit a homeroff a guy I'm supposed
to be battling with,I'd sneer at him,
strut aroundthe bases, an stomp on

Questions? Comments?
Contact John Boyle at:

boylej@seattleu.edu

Get healthy
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Basty Center f° rNaturalHealth
is the largest naturalhealth care
facility in Washington. Serving
the communitysince 1980.
* Acupuncture
Chinese HerbalMedicine
Counseling and Biofeedback
'#> Homeopathy
Naturopathic Medicine
«" Nutrition
Physical Medicine
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DAN DOYLE

educated!

£5 Walk-in Visits with ValidStudent ID
At Bastyr Center forNaturalHealth
HMBfc

NO REGISTRATION, NO TUITION,NO SYLLABUS,NO EXAMS,
JUST PASSIONATE CONVICTIONS

getting

in

i

--. Dispensary items/lab fees not included.
'■*

Good through 6/30/02.

"
1307 N.45th Street Seattle, WA

Bastyr

98103

206.834.4100 "www.bastyr.edu
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PROFESSOR OF ENGLISH

"MUSINGS FROM BEYOND THE
EASTERN GATE"
7:30 P.M. TUESDAY, APRIL 30TH
SCHAEFER AUDITORIUM
LEMIEUX LIBRARY

GET A PAYCHECK
TWICE A MONTH AND
A BONUS EVERY DAY.

Coast Guard w/iSME^rrnrm^^^jammm

mi eutiM/in Hctnn
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As part of the Coast Guard team,
you can save a life, protect the
environment and stop drugs. No
other job con offer you these
kindsofbonuses - You can betome
part of this great team. To
learn more abou> us (oll:
l-877-NOW USCG or visit
us at: gocoastguard.com

'
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In My Headphones Seattle Metaphysical Library
In my wicked garden
closes shop near SU campus
BRYAN
BINGOLD

Melissa Sweat
Staff Reporter

A&E Columnist
ciation lies in the fact that thei
initial success wasone of thegreat
estrock 'nrollswindlesofalltime
I
have to wonderhow longScott
Okay that'sit.Theresults arein. Weiland practiced his moves i
The students have spoken (all front of the mirror,how hard to h
eight of you!) and dictated to me tried tocaptureVedder's exacttim
what they want toreadaboutinthe bre? These were the questions o
coming weeks.Iwasn't surprised the day.
atall toseebands thatIwouldhave
Inever bought a STP album
never written about if Ihad al- though Idid tape Core and lis
lowed myself the freedom to do tened to it maybe twice before
so; bands like Stone Temple Pi- taped over it again.
lots, Staind, Deftones, Bad ReliThere wereonlytwoothersong
gion,GodLives Underwater, and that captured my interest ove
Korn were all mentioned numer- STP's five-album career
"Vasoline,"from '94s' Purpleam
ous times.
Iwas surprised to seesome ac- "BigBangBaby" from '96s' Tiny
'
tualdecentmusic suggested:Bright Music. Songsfrom the Vatican
Eyes,Modest Mouse,The Birth- Gift Shop. "BigBang Baby," wa
dayParty,International NoiseCon- more because Iliked the video a
spiracy, and The Jesus Lizard. lot and not necessarily the song.
Goodjobto thosewhokeptatleast But after that STPkindof went to
alittleof my faith intact that good the wayside.
music is being listened to and apWith Weiland's alcohol/drug
preciated.
problem, the band that couk
So congratulations Seattle Uni- of...just didn't.STPlost their winversity,youhave kept thelikes of dow ofopportunityandbefore they
Barry Manilow and David knew it,MichaelMathers andKk
Hasselhoff out of this paper. Pat Rock had stolen all their fans.
Whateversuccess STPdidhave
yourselves on the back and be
proud.
was based on
For the course
theworkofguiof the next eight
tarist Dean
weeksyou willbe
DeLeo alone.
promise
reading what you
Anyone could
have chosen to
TREAT YOU ALL
read, though I'm
Weiland's job
warning you that NICE AND FAIR
andVedderdid
with some bands
it better to bejust can'tbe obgin with anyI
PADDING YOUR
jective.
EGOS SO THAT
I'm also still
STP was one
waiting for some
of those bands
YOU TOO COULD
you hated
SU bands to send
in theirdemos on
vhen people
ONE DAY BECOME
cept talking
CD-Ror tapeformat for review.
i
bout themand
OUR
roudidn'tmiss
Ipromise I'll
generation's
treat you all nice
hemwhen they
—
and fair padding youregos so
that youtoocould
one day become
out there someour generation's
where and unDavid Lee Roth.
less they do
something big,
That's what our
society needs right now, a little they'11justbecome anobscurefootmore of that Uncle Dave show- note somewhereina RollingStone
manship and alittle less rap/metal anniversary book. They weren't
hybrids.ButI
digress to the first necessarily limited tobeingaonehit wonder but they came pretty
band we go!
This week In My Headphones damclose.
tips our hat to The Stone Temple
Soonce again that wrapsup this
Pilots. When STP first broke in week's rant.Send those demos in
September 1992, 1 was the tender soon SU bands, there ain't much
young age of twelve and Ididn't timeleft in the quarter. Of course
know Captain Beefheart to send to the Spectator office so I
Meatloaf,butthereIwas watching have some credibility.
MTV when Eddie Vedder came
Mail to: InMy Headphones c/o
on the screen with short red hair ScanReid, ArtsandEntertainment
and singing about a wicked gar- Editor The Spectator 900 Broadway, Seattle, WA 98122.
den.
Fromthat pointonStone Temple
Pilots had a special place in my Bryan is a senior majoring in
heart.No,Ididn't appreciate them Journalism. You can contact
musically,(though along the way himatoddhoursinthemorning
theyhad someof thoseannoyingly atinmyphones@yahoo,com
catchy tunes); instead the appre-

..

_______ _________
I

I'll

—

David Lee
Roth.

—

Jhat

minded, liberal, "goldmine" of a
library.
And it seems that being in Seattle,analternative hubofideas and
—
culture acityaccording toaMarch
2002 USA Todayarticle, is becomingmore "New Age"inits attitude
towardsspirituality andditching of
—
rieid relieious traditions is the
»erfect place for the
ibrary.
Inhabiting itsMadion location for four
ears, the library has a
listory inSeattle spaning about forty. After
iheriting a vast volmeofbooks fromMs.
Elizabeth McKittrick,
me of the first pubclyacknowledgedasrologers in Seattle,
usie Swanson and
CarrieFisher founded
Well, the slightly
tie As-You-Like-It
.ibrary and opened
curious willhave to
their
postpone
hop in the Odd Fel)ws Temple on east
planned visits for
now. The Seattle
inc.
Metaphysical Li- Packingitin:After threeyearsonMadison Avenue, the Seattle
The moveto Madibraryisrelocating to MetaphysicalLibrarywillseekuniversaltruth inanewbuilding. son in 1997 brought
1525 14th and Pine,
the librarymore space
right next to the Globe Cafe, andis physics, alternative medicine and and atabout the same time,brought
said tobe open for businessby June meditation are just a few of the it to the internet, where members
subject, that the library has cap- can search the collectionandcheck
Iwas kindly allowed to come in tured in its wide net ofinterest.
out books via cyberspace
A visit to the library can be a (www.seattlemetaphysical.net).
during movingday this past weekendtocheck out the remnantsof the personal philosophic journey or
The library is aprivateand indelibrary and find out, once and for simple take-a-look-around brows- pendent resource that functions on
all, what this place is about.
ing. The staff willreadily talk with a subscriber basis and is always
The term "metaphysical" refers you,but is not there to impose their looking for volunteer workers.For
to all thingsbeyond the five senses beliefs.
a $35 fee, subscribers are allowed
andinthedeeper realmsof thought,
"Weneed tolearn torespecteach to check out ten items at a time.
spirituality and mystery. Metaphys- otherandeachother'sbeliefs,"staff Often the library has a few things
ics is essentially the business of member Angelinasaid.Thatismore
See Library on page13
truth seeking and searching for or less the attitude of this open-

higher understanding of the individual and the universe.
The library serves as an educaWhensojourning toIHOPor onto tionalmedium for any and all truth
wherever via Madison, that pretty, seekers,includingacademics,skeppurple-y painted sign of the Seattle ticsandinquiring mindsalike, with
MetaphysicalLibrary,has probably a vast array of information. Astroljarred your curiosity. If not then ogy, philosophy, religion, ancient
you either have a really adverse civilizations,mythology, quantum
taste for libraries 01
aseriousfascinatior
with studying the
way your feet look
in walking mode
Neat,I'm sure.
If you have
noticed the library
(just acrossMadison
from the Fine Arts
Building),then you,
like me,a "busycollege student," mosl
likely kepton walk-

Sweetest Thing opts for the nasty
MELISSA HOYOS
StaffReporter
With South Park writer, Nancy
Pimental at the helm, TheSweetest
Thingproves to be the perfect mix
of rawhumor thatthe twenty-something audience can finally relate to.
This wild film focuses on the
charismatic Christina (Cameron
Diaz), whorefuses to leave herself
vulnerable to "Mr.Right" and true
love. According to Christina and
herbest friend,Courtney(Christina

Applegate), having fun with "Mr.
Right Now" will prevent a broken
heart and a crushed ego.
Yet while playing the field in a
SanFrancisco nightclub, Christina
winds up meeting Peter (Thomas
Jane), whochangesher perspective
on romance and destiny. During
their brief encounter, Peter invites
her toanafter-hours partycelebrating his brother's upcoming wedding. Scared of her feelings and
instantattractionto Peter,Christina
passes ontheinvitation and retreats

The hilarious moments of the
movieare during thegirls' road trip
to the wedding, which include a
rendezvous with a dirty biker and
an amusing rest stop incident involving an exploding toilet.
WhileCameronDiazfanatics will
notbe disappointed withher performance as the witty Christina, the
realapplause shouldgo toApplegate
who can pull off crude humor and
stillremain sexy. Applegate returns
toherMarried with Children roots,
excepther new personais equipped
withsarcasmand charm.

home.

Once Courtney notices Christina
isplagued withregretsof whatcould
havebeen, they decide to crash the
wedding so Christina can take a
secondchance at fate.

The Spectator " April 18, 2002

Although South Park alum
Pimental keeps the plotupbeat with
some funny scenes involving
Christina's crazy roommate, Jane
(SelmaBlair),the story linetakes a
twist that might confuse the audience.
Overall,TheSweetest Thingis an
entertainingfilm toenjoy ata matinee price only because it is very
similar toits gross-outpredecessor,
There's Something About Mary.
TheSweetest Thing is now playing in theaterseverywhere.Consult
www.moviefone.com for times.

KSUB IS CURRENTLY LOOKING FOR .1 FEW GOOD
WOMEN AND MEN!
Positions are availablefor the 2002-2003 Academic year as well
as Spring quarter 2002.

ICSUBis lookingfor;
Station Manager
Head Music Director
ProductionDirector
Station Engineer
Prbrnptipns Director
TrainingDirector
NewsDirector
And DJ$!
Inquiresshould bemade viaemail to KSUB collegt<« hotmail, com
aod staff positionapplications can be pickedup at eitherKSUB or
theCAC desk bothare located in the SUB.

Arts & Entertainment
Recent concert shows signs of Incubus selling out
JAMIE ULLRICH
Staff Reporter

ber, a far smaller

What does it really take for ai
band to qualify as a "sell-out?" A
decline inmusical quality? The demographics of their fans? Airtime
onMTV? Or is it a special mixture
ofall these?
Incubus startedout as your typical garage band in Southern California.However,setting out ontheir
latest tour supporting the album
Morning View,Incubushasevolved
into a teenage girl's dream.
After the radio and television (or
Total RequestLive)successof songs
like "Drive" off Make Yourself,
screaminggirls wearingbraces,tight
jeans and even tighter tank-tops
pushed their way through the massive crowd at Key Arena last Friday, some even dragging along
weary parents, to get a glimpse of
Incubus and their opening act
Hoobastank.

At first youcan't really place the
blameonIncubus forbecoming this
commercialized,they aremusically
and lyrically a strong group so it
seems natural that people would
enjoy them.

Yet the last time Seattle
experiencedthis five-some was at

theParamountTheaterlastNovem-

venue. There, the

basics were essential: no flashy
stage, lighting or effects. It was
aboutthemusic and only themusic.
At the Key it was different: one
could compare it to a Britney or 'N
Sync show with high tech lighting,
fog, and different stage levels. Of
course, there were no huge video
screens for showing a Boyd closeup without a shirt, and panning the
pre-pubescent audience being
smooshed against the guardrail.
Keep in mind there was only a
fewmonths' difference between the
shows, and they were still promoting the same album.
After all this,though, there's not
muchin terms of the actual performance to criticize. Incubus putson
ahigh-energy show, combining old
songs and fans with new MTV favorites.
Boyd in particular puts everything into his appearances,enveloping himself in the music andbasically throwing himself about
the stage whileattempting tododge
numerous shoes, glow sticks and
training bras.
Theaudience responds toall this
with just as much enthusiasm.The
mob on the arena floor seem to
move in waves as people push
against one another trying todance,

crowdsurf and take a breath.

came back with a finale of "Pardon
Me" and "AqueousTransmission,"
a fairlydownbeatsong with an In-

It's perplexinghow anyone actuallyenjoys the music at a show like

crazy drummer(JosePasillas).
But then there's a twist: DJ
Kilmore, who like the rest of the
band,really seemed to love making

music for the packed house. With
dreadlock bouncing he danced
around his turn-table, similar to
Pasillas who appeared to be in his
own worldof rhythm at the drum
kit.
EinzigerandLance,although able
to movefreely from cordless amps,
gaveamorestationeryperformance
while still exuding enjoyment for
the show.
All thebandmembers atdifferent
times could be seen making personal contact with audience members, Boyd frequently approached
the end of the stage and in the end
Pasillasand Einziger weregenerous with picks and drums sticks.
This truly showedhow each member appreciated the audience.
The Incubus concert last week
was a worthwhile experience for
Incubusperformedat the Key Arena last Friday whilepromoting their any rock fan.
Their music overcomes any
Morning View album.
annoyingscreaming teen-agersand
this, while trying tosavethemselves dian style sound.
flying accessories.
from flying objects and heat
On the whole, Incubus fits the
Still the question of whether this
exhaustion.
stereotypical rock band profile: at- band has sold out comes to mind.
The show ended on a fairly tractive lead singer(Boyd), funky Hopefully we won't be seeingthem
disappointing note; after waiting guitar player(Michael Einziger), do a Pepsi commercial anytime
quiteawhile foran encore,theband mellow bassist(Dirk Lance), and soon.

V Tv Mama: beauty, lust in the right places
Scan Reid

possible hoping against all odds

A&EEditor

to get into Luisa' s pants.

In the course of the trip, the
three'scausal and frank conversations on loveand sex form a

The brash and beautiful V Tv
Mama Tambienmay love to show
sex,but itlovesits characters more.

Still, there's weebitof sex.

Director Alfonso Cuaronhas shot
a film that makes American Pie
look like a G-rated movie.
There's full front humping in the
first two scenes and later, shots of

urinating, masturbation,skinnydipping,nude sunbathing,threesomes,
and lots of naked crotch shots.

Sexandlots ofit:Julio (Bernal)and
Luisa (Verdu) rest after a backseat
tryst.

complex bondof friendship.
But lust rides high all through
thecross country voyage,andthe
boys' raging libidos threaten to
disrupt not only their relationship with Luisa, but also each
other.
As Tenoch and Julio, actors

Theonly out of placecharacter is
the film's unseen narrator, whotoo

Both also shamelessly force their
girlfriends to promise not to screw
often interrupts the onscreen action around in Europe, while they do
their best to get laid as often as
to provide characterbackstory.
Nevertheless, V Tv Mama possible.
Tambien worksasacoming-of-age
The film is aperfect take on the
story, simply because it dares to immature and uncompromising
offer anuncompromisingdepiction pleasurepursuit of youththat ineviof its two protagonists.
tably musthit the wallofadulthood.
Y TuMamaTambienis nowplaythrough
Tenoch and Julio walk
activist parades and drive past ing at the Egyptian Theater at 805
military arrests, givinglittle careto east Pine Street. Call (206) 323the worldoutside their own lives. 4978 for showtimes.

Luna and Bernal take big risks

time by convincing the really at- (particularly in their sex scenes)
Tenoch (Diego Luna) and Julio tractive twenty-something Luisa that pay off in both drama and hu(GaelGarcia Bernal)are two lucky (MaribelVerdu)toaccompanythem mor.
Mexican youths.When their attrac- to a deserted beach.
Verdu is also an immense presTrouble is, the beach, Boca del ence, and fleshes out the character
tive girlfriends leave them for a
European summer trip aftergradu- Cielo (Heaven's Mouth), doesn't of Luisa as a lively, independent
ation, the boys are able to pass the exist,so the boysstall for as longas woman, insteadof object of lust.

Library: new digs on Pine to open in June
Frontpage 12

healing room for things like acufor sale.
puncture,colorhealing,reiki(alayAs for the new location, the li- ing of hands on the body), a readbrary and its visitorshave much to ing/coffee/socializing area and a
beexcitedabout.The newlibrary is lecture space. Theyhope to start a
about 30 percent larger with sepa- lecture series and a browser card
rate rooms for specific materials, a policy where visitors can check

13

items out five times before they

have to pay anything.
'Truth is everywhere,"Angelina
said. Go find it at the revamped
Seattle Metaphysical Library in
June. Call (206) 328-1794 for de-

SPRING CLEANING SALE
COME TO

"JUDY'S SPIC N'SPAN DRY CLEANERS"
S.U. STUDENTS & FACULTYALWAYS
SAVE 10% ON DRY CLEANING!!!

COMFORTERS JUST $19.50 W/STUDENT
DISCOUNT NOW THRU MAY 20th.

tails.

Conveniently located at 726 Broadway, across the
street from the entrance to the S.U. Broadway
garage.
BRING YOURDRY CLEANING,LAUNDRY,
REPAIRS,MILITARY UNIFORMS
AND LEATHER TO US!!!

-

OPEN: MON. FRJ. 7:00 a.m. 5:00 p.m.
PHONE: 709-9747

WE ACCEPT VISA,MASTERCARD, CASH, OR CHECK.

Lord of the Dance vs.Lord of the Rings

"
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ASSU
Associated Students of

~~~
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If You Are...

ASSUELECTIONS ARE ON
THE WAY!

.

.

° the world
Whether Jyou want to change
yourself or just make your vote count,
ASSU Student Body Elections are here to
help. Make your voice heard
in ASSU elections for 2002.

./^TTDu^
ACCTT is on a quest
help.
ASSU
for a new logo and we want.^YOUR
COMPETE in the "ASSU Logo Contest" by putting your
abilities to work. The following are the criteria for the logo:
Designs are due by April 26, 2002.
«
ft
Turn in logo designs to the ASSU Office (Room
203 of the Upper SUB).
«
Four prints of logo must be done with these

requirements:
1. four colors
2. three colors
4.

ircklTwhite

CONTACT MICK SOUDERSFOR
MORE INFORMATION at

Questions? Call Nichole Graham at (206) 220-8596

souderm@seattleu.edu.

or (206) 296-6050.
THERE WILL BE PRIZES

Thirsty Thursday at the Downunder

nnnityr

JMlljrH 1IS
DvJrviVl ivtw^tttc
Sponsored by ASSU's Student Life Committee and Bon Apetit

Bored Friday night?
Want to do something./"?
Want to hang out with other campus students?

__

18, 2002
Thursday, April
_f
No Cover
Drink Specials with SU ID

Campion Hall
April 19th from 9:00 p.m. 12:00 a.m.

-

While there, enter to win a pair of of
Manners Tickets !

Play pool and ping pong to win 10 Campus Card points
Show up and take on other groups / halls and earn bragging rights.
Did we mention FREE pizza?

Hui O NaniHawaii presents the
41st Annual Luau
"
"/Ke Ao OKa Manawa: Through the Years

Senior Qass Committee

[

Saturday, May 18 at 5:30 p.m. in CampionBallroom

I
EMPTY BOWLS

April 22 at 12-1 p.m. in Pigott Atrium
and at 6.-7 p.m. in Bellarmine Lobby
April 24 at 12-1 p.m. in Pigott Atrium
at 6-7 p.m. in Bellarmine Lobby

For more information contact Cheryl Rabago at
206-398-4840 or rabagoc@seattleu.edu

Academic Affairs Committee meets
Wednesday nights from 8:30-9:30 p.r
in the Upper Bunk of the SUB. All ai
welcome to bring questions and
comments!

Tickets for the Luau may be purchased through Hui
Members or on these designated days:

Ticket prices:
Children 5-17 years of age $14
SU students, faculty, and alumni $14
Adults 18 and older $16

■

%

Empty Bowls is a nationaiprogram
designated to raise money to help fight hunger and
raise awareness about the issues of hunger and food
security. This year's Empty Bowls will be held on
Saturday, April 20, 6-9 p.m. in the Casey Commons.
Guests willbe served soup in a commerative
ceramic bowl in exchange for a $10 donation. In
addition to the meal, guests are allowed to keep
their bowj as a reminder that there is always
someone somewhere whohas an empty
bowl Uve entertainment will be
provided by fellow students.

"
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Marketplace

15

400 . Services
500 . For Rent
600. Misc

Classifieds

100. For Sale
200. Help Wanted
300 . Volunteers

400. Services

200. Help Wanted
Need a Job
College Pro Painters is now
hiring Painters & Job Site
Managers for the summer.
NO experiencenecessary.

-

-

Fraternities Sororities
clubs student Groups
Earn $i,OOO $2,000 this
semester with the easy
Campusfundraiser.com
three hh Ur fundralsi"g
Call 1-888-277-9787.
eyent
Does nQt involve
www.collegepro.com
credit card appUcations
Fundraising dates are filling
quickly, so call today!
SUMMER CAMP JOBS for Contact
men and women. Hidden campusfundraiser.com at
ValleyCamp (GraniteFalls, (888) 923-3238, or visit
WA) needs resident staff www.campusfundraiser.com
v
(6/15-8/23/02). Room/
Board/Salary. Positions
Prntpptvolir
ffrnmlflvnfr
Protect
yourselltromlayoits
include: Counselors,Nurse.
recessions;
work for
and
lifeguards drivers kitchen
Expanding
yourself.
staff and more. Interviews
availableon campus. Spend marketing team needs
friendly, open-minded.
your summer inabeautiful
n
P
between what we haveand
844 8896 or
us
looking iui
».
what you're
wnai
for
youie luuiving
hvc-wa@ix.netcom.com c
for
www.WorkForSelf.lnfo.
more
information.
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Clearance Sale on Brand
Name Laptops! Prices So
Low.Its Almost Illegal!! Get
yours
Today!lhttP=//
www.homeoflaptops.com or call:

A
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1-300-77^-8^26.
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THINKYOU'REPREGNANT?
Birthright
Call
for
confidential support andfree
pregnancy test. 1-800-5504900 (24-hour toll-free line).
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Call
the Washington Insurance Council r
for an
,
mmm
mmmmmmmmmm
mmmm^
r
insurance professional
who can speak to your
r
neea. a roomier
■» Needamamte?
■ Got stuff to sett? I group about insurance related issues that affect
T

.,«"

*your life. Call today!!
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your classified
ad
j Plac*
%
todayl
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WaylenLeopoidino
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(206)624-3330
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(206) 29&5474
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9dinfo@seaWou.sdu
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Personals
Patrick you stillowe me a
steak.
- Meow!

There are plenty of
acquaintancesinthe
world, but very few real
friends.

ou and always
cause when
come
body
begins
°^
near my
to
J
J
chilL Imiss your smileand
c way y° ur es ow
Please smile at me just to
j stmluv

HeyJodi
when is

Luau?

You can hardly make a
friend ina year, but you
can lose one in an hour.

.

letjmeknow.
'
y
'

Get in the flask.
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Pers/mala
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-Secret admirer

way!

is

-

"

-Waz up ladiezz?

.

..

Popeye's Chicken is the
shiznit.

!?Why don t youbring me
pictures anymore?
g

Koa
hey does Jt smell llke curry?
- R&J

rhlight

- Gitalicious-

-

You make everyone smile.
an the time.

Lexy let's do coffee, you
naughty girl!

.
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P.ck-up
and
submit yourpersonals
form at the CAC.
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Quadstock

-

AlILl

i"b you

- Turtle -

. „. .. _

-Ralph Waldo Emerson
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c don't want techno for

not follow where the
path may lead. Go instead
where there is no path and
leave a trail.

t

...

So how much does the nude
n le getpa ?

Food for Thought

You do the math
- ..A
personals „today.
Place your
J
J
.

To the girl with the guy
with the short hair. You
my
remind meof a girl

"" '
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Our love is here to stay.

U

.
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T2 toTl
We have a problem. Give
me aland line. Ithink my
is broken

Margaret & Jenny. Iwish
you had let me and ma
woman go to the tulip
festival. 800 hoo.

FREB on his
.
Q een of the Desert

Evan P.
You gossip too much.
Love. Sparky

Eh Leigh,
Go buy your Luau tickets!
It'llbe so much fun.

Hector
Actually the greatest man
alive! Thanks for saving
me this afternoon!
To
all a
iasna
.

7 f ;

£

I
want to
buy tickets & eat great
food
-Leigh

The comfort of having a
friend may be taken away,
but not the knowledge of
havinghad one.
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Be your own person
at otherg
wQny

w^
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Campus Voice

Where is the best bathroom on campus?
BQ

"The one in Campion. It
smelled pretty good."
Derek Eakin,
junior, English
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'The one on the 4th floor of the library. It
has that window— it has a view.
v
Jt has an olcJ-fashioned feel with JBfe
tiled floor. Also, everything
works. There's enough room

I■»»» I
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I

"First one in Xavier. It
locks and then you
nave Your own
bathroom to
yourself."
Katie Fogle,
freshman,
pre"mai° r
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w

John Jung-Simard,
Graduate School of
Theology and
Ministry

9
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"The upper SUB's
men's bathroom
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sme s
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e

:^^^B doughnuts."
Andrew
Thiels, senior,
■
mL il^B^^ Drama
"First floor in Pigott
because it's got an
experimental urinal.
College is all about
experimenting."
Joseph Pisano,
junior, ECIS

S^^kIk"

m*^k Bellarmine
Bfl^he

W elevator. But it's

stocked."

am
flfli^feßß^ McDonald,
fIBHF^^iBI.
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